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Introduction
Tales of Mauthausen. Tales of Münchhausen. The wild exaggerations,
the gross distortions, the flights of fantasy, the inventions of purest
cloth, the most pernicious falsehoods, the most outrageous claims, all
playing into the hands of the worst of cynics.
Feeding them a feast of revisionist manna, negationist delight.
And all the while, alongside, inside, and coursing through the
fabrications, …. the horrific, hideous, sickening reality.
*****
Our title speaks of a notebook, expanded in tranquility.
Like any notebook, it appears in fragments, often
unconnected. A diary stored in the head, as by a Spaniard who
survived, such as César, fully aware that false accounts proliferated.
Was it not in Spain, in Barcelona, that imposture ran amok, when a man
from nowhere reinvented his life, posing as a survivor of this very
Lager Mauthausen, speaking to crowds, in the course of decades,
winning national renown, without ever having suffered a day’s
captivity, there or anywhere else?
Ten themes are treated in this Notebook. Why these ten?
All ten were chosen because, in the author’s mind, the themes
are fresh, or because the themes are old but new things have come to
light.
The author writes of controversy, of self-serving accounts and
arrogant claims. The arrogance of an Allied colonel that marred a
victory celebration, the fury of a Nazi who saw in his captive a stamina
and a fortitude far superior to his own.
He writes of the blank fear of Nazis who see their whole world
crumbling, of hatred refined as their last hopes dwindled.
He writes of the hope that clings, of the common thread that
binds humanity in the worst of suffering. Of the simplest acts of
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kindness that can make the difference in a moment between defiance
and despair.
He writes of the most sacred of the arts and its place in a world
of evil, of melophiles and melophobes, and of how music can transform
a man, from a brute to a part of humanity.
He writes of Austria, that brought such beauty to the world
before it lapsed and lost for a time its moral compass. He writes of its
reluctance to face its past, so that outsiders stepped in to fill the craters
in its memory.
He writes of the slandering of an Austrian hero, Simon
Wiesenthal, whom calumny could not crush.
And finally, he displays the survivors’s reunions, with liberators
mixing once again with those they liberated. All with joyful faces.
Compare the scenes with those of May 1945, when so many survivors
lacked the emotional power to laugh or weep, or even to comprehend
that it was over, that they were free. And that lucky tiny minority, the
Prominenten, shown in photographs to be still enjoying some kind of
health, had their problems too, nagged as they were ever afterwards by
the thought that they, and not others, had survived, and for no other
reason than that they had a useful trade and had secured a job in the
running of the camp that had made the difference between life and
death. And now joy itself could be a cause of death, the sudden release
from tension proving fatal to some survivors. Witness the survivor
who, after four years in Mauthausen and within an hour of his
liberation, snatched a Mauser from the armory, rammed it against his
head and blew out his brains. Liberation yes, but each day, until May
10, more than 450 survivors continued to die. Better preparations on
the Allied side would have made a major difference.
It must be said again that this is a scrapbook, filled with odd bits,
not a new history of an SS camp and the aftermath. As such, it sticks
its scraps together, often with no connection, and with no purpose other
than to throw new light into some of the darker corners.
Paris: March 15, 2018
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A GLIMPSE INTO THE GARRISON,
WITH SCENES FROM LAGER LIFE

12

Mauthausen: the quarry and the steps today.
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Lagerführer SS-Standartenführer Franz Ziereis
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Lagerkommandant Franz Ziereis on the parapet of his office terrace

Ziereis flanked by two subordinates, Hermann Strobel and Anton Streitwieser
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At left, Hauptsturmführer Georg Bachmayer (Schutzhaftlagerführer), and his second deputy, SSObersturmführer Anton Streitwieser.
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SS-Sturmbannführer Dr Eduard Krebsbach
(“Spritzbach”, “El banderillo”)

SS-Hauptsturmführer Dr. Aribert Ferdinand
Heim

SS-Hauptsturmführer Viktor Zoller

SS-Obersturmführer Hans Michael Altfuldisch
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Three SS officers in Mauthausen asked Paul Ricken for this group portrait.

SS-Hauptsturmführer Karl Chmielewski

SS- Obersturmführer Adolf Zutter
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Seven SS-Blockführer relaxing on the terrace.

SS-Oberscharführer Andreas Trum

SS-Hauptscharführer Martin Roth
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An SS officer and other ranks
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The Quarantine Block. The Kapos breaking in the Zugange (incoming prisoners). The scene was off
limits to the SS photographers.
Drawing by the French ex-prisoner B. Albert.

Constructing the fortress, 1940.
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The Mauthausen quarry, 1941-1942

The Hartheim Extermination Center.
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Incoming Soviet prisoners, facing death by programmed starvation.
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Roll-call for Soviet prisoners, date uncertain.
US National Archives and Records Administration 338/345.
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A Yugoslav Partisan, 1943, after interrogation in the Politische Abteilung.
US National Archives and Records Administration, 338/345
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MAUTHAUSEN: THE NEBENLAGER
Certain Nebenlager are breathtaking in their dimensions. The purpose of all three Gusen camps was
to build vast underground tunnels, invulnerable to Allied air attack. Gusen I, of 4 km in length,
produced Messerschmitt-109 fighters. Gusen II was even more ambitious. The construction plan,
drawn up in January 1944, shows an overall area of 50,000 sq. m. (12 acres), or 28 km of tunnels
and halls (with another 22 km projected). At Ebensee, which began late, in Anlage B alone the plan
called for the excavation of 17,000 sq. m. by May 1, 1945, and of 32,000 sq. m. by October 20, 1945.
All the sites had a single entrance, 2 m. wide and 2 m. high, the plans providing for the installation
of a pivoting steel door. And once the project was completed, the prisoners would never leave the
tunnels nor ever again see the light of day.
For further details on these 49 Nebenlager as to the number of prisoners and the number of
SS in each camp, see the author’s Españoles en el Holocausto (PIKE 2003). These statistics are not
to be found in the English, French or German editions.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Name

Function

Opened Closed

Aflenz bei Leibnitz
Amstetten/ men
Amstetten/ women
Bachmanning

weapons
rail station
rail station
sawmill

09.02.44 02.04.45
19.03.45 18.04.45
20.03.45 18.04.45
20.09.42
?
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Bretstein bei Judenberg
Ebensee
Eisenerz
Enns
Grein
Grossraming
Gunskirchen
Gusen I (Langenstein)
Gusen II (St. Georgen)
Gusen III (Lungitz)
Hinterbrühl bei Mödling
Hinterberg/ women
Lendorf bei Klagenfurt
Lenzing/ women
Linz I (VÖEST)
Linz II (Gauleiterung)
Linz II (VÖEST)
Loiblpass Nord (Bleiberg)
Loiblpass Sud (St Anna)
Mauthausen Donauhafen
Meidling
Melk
Passau I (Oberilzmühle)
Passau II (Waldwerke)
Peggau-Hinterberg
St. Ägyd am Neuwalde
St. Lambrecht / men
St. Lambrecht / women
St. Valentin
Schlier-Redl Zipf
Schloss Hartheim
Schloss Lind
Schloss Mittersill/women
Steyr-Dippolsau
Steyr-Münichholz
Ternberg
Völklabruck
Wels I
Wels II
Wien-Alsergrund
Wien-Floridsdorf
Wien-Jedlesee
Wien-Schwechat Heidfeld
Wien-Schwechat Sauerwerke
Wiener-Neudorf
Weiner-Neustadt I
Weiner-Neustadt II

poultry farming, sheep breeding Summer 1941
subterranean construction
18.11.43
mining
15.06.43
bunker construction
10.04.45
bunker construction
02.02.45
electric power plant
14.01.43
evacuation assembly point
12.03.45
quarry, weapons
25.05.40
tunnel construction, aircraft (Me 109) 09.03.44
tunnel construction, brick factory
16.12.44
aircraft (Heinkel)
09.44
ammunition
28.09.44
barrack construction
19.11.43
paper/pulp
30.10.44
iron, weapons
20.02.43
bunker construction
27.02.44
steel, weapons
22.05.44
tunnel construction
02.06.43
tunnel construction
02.06.43
dispatching center
28.04.45
research center
28.09.44
subterranean construction
20.04.44
experimental center
19.10.42
weapons
09.03.44
subterranean construction, weapons
17.08.44
garage
02.11.44
buildings, agriculture
13.05.42
laundry, agriculture
19.09.44
tanks
21.08.44
subterranean construction;
counterfeit banknotes
11.10.43
experimentation, extermination
05.40
agriculture
22.06.42
RSHA investigation center
24.03.44
electric power plant, road construction 17.09.43
road construction, bunker construction 14.03.42
electric power plant
25.01.43
road construction
06.06.41
weapons
27.12.44
weapons
?
weapons
20.08.44
aircraft
14.07.44
aircraft (Heinkel)
13.07.44
aircraft (Heinkel)
30.08.43
weapons
12.44
aircraft engines
02.08.43
weapons
08.08.43
weapons
05.07.44

30.09.43
06.05.45
14.03.45
19.04.45
19.02.45
29.08.44
05.05.45
05.05.45
05.05.45
05.05.45
01.04.45
15.04.45
08.05.45
04.05.45
03.08.44
29.04.45
05.05.45
08.05.45
08.05.45
05.05.45
01.04.45
15.04.45
02.05.45
07.11.44
02.04.45
01.04.45
29.04.45
29.04.45
23.04.45
03.05.45
08.01.45
03.05.45
08.05.45
25.08.44
05.05.45
18.09.44
14.05.42
?
13.04.45
02.04.45
01.04.45
01.04.45
13.07.44
01.04.45
02.04.45
17.11.43
01.04.45
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THE LIBERATION
In the run-up to the liberation of Mauthausen and its Nebenlager, the
SS had abandoned the Hauptlager on May 3, 1945, after handing over
control of the camp to the police unit of the Vienna Fire Brigade, whom
they forced to dress in SS uniform.
The liberation itself came in two waves, on May 5 and May 6. In
the first wave, two separate US reconnaissance platoons, belonging to
two separate brigades, reached the Hauptlager in the early morning of
May 5. Of these two, the first platoon to arrive was that led by Staff
Sergeant Kosiek, supported by Sergeant Saunders, amounting to 24
men. They had set out in three armored scout cars (each with four men)
and four peeps, carrying a total of ten men. Their route southward
brought them first to all three of the Nebenlager that formed the Gusen
complex: Gusen 1II (Lungitz), Gusen II (St Georgen), and Gusen I
(Langenstein). Kosiek rounded up 40 of the replacement-guards and
detailed the personnel of one of his scout cars and two of his peeps to
march them to the command post at Katsdorf. The rest of the Vienna
policemen feared for their lives, and Kosiek agreed to allow them to
keep their arms to maintain control of the camp until the Americans
returned in strength. Kosiek agreed.
Driving southward to the Hauptlager, Kosiek was again the first
to arrive. His force had been reduced to two armored scout-cars and two
peeps, manned by only a dozen men. On his way, Kosiek had picked up
Louis Haefliger, of the International Red Cross, traveling in a white
Opel car. In his approach to the fortress, Kosiek placed Haefliger at the
front of his convoy. They arrived at the fortress at 09h00 and stayed
until 16h30.
Meanwhile, the second reconnaissance platoon, led by StaffSergeants Hens and Bergh, and Sgt Sellers, with 38 men, had set out
from their base in three half-tracks (but no peeps). They reached and
stopped at the three already liberated Nebenlager before reaching the
Hauptlager soon after 09h30 and staying only until 12h30. Such was
the turmoil in the camp that the two American patrol leaders never met
in person.
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Both patrol leaders were under orders to return to base. They
complied, and this time they disarmed the Vienna police and took their
small arms with them, confident that the prisoners’ own control
committee could maintain order until the Americans could return the
next day.
It is these two patrols, and not the force that arrived the next day
with tanks and garnered all the photos, who were the true liberators of
the camp, albeit without resistance. May 5 thus became the day of
commemoration, the day when Kosiek and Hens with their 62 men
wrote a page of history.1

1

For further details on these units and these events, see PIKE 2000 pp. 233-239; Annexes VII and
VIII.
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The Arrival of the First Two US Patrols

St Georgen, Austria, May 5, 1945. Sgt Robert Sellers, commanding 3rd half-track
in the patrol under S/Sgt Leander Hens, meets Red Cross representative Louis
Haefliger (in hat) in front of the entrance to the Bergkristall tunnels. Clockwise
from bottom left facing car: Frank Kissel (Omaha, Nebraska), Joe Wahoo Jackson
(Klamath Falls, Oregon), Horace Hall (home unknown), Robert Sellers (Spokane,
Washington), Conrad Rienstra (Litchville, North Dakota), James S. Pike (Redding,
California), Gale Calhoun (home unknown). Photo courtesy of Martha Gammer.
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Staff Sergeant Albert J. Kosiek,
leader of 1st Platoon.

1st Platoon, D Troop, 41st Cavalry
Squadron (Mechanized), Combat
Command B (Colonel Wesley W.
Yale; Lieutenant-Colonel Richard
R. Seibel).

Mauthausen, May 5, 1945. Staff-Sergeants Kosiek and Saunders enter through the
main gate. Photo: Boix.
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The first US patrol to reach Mauthausen Hauptlager on May 5, 1945. The squad led
by Sgt. Harry Saunders (Port Angeles, Washington) on left, with John L. Slatton
(top) and Martin Stark (right).
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Sergeant Harry Saunders negotiates with the police of the Vienna fire brigade.
The second reconnaissance patrol to reach Mauthausen.
3rd Platoon, A Company, 55th Armored Infantry Battalion, Combat Command A
(Brigadier Willard A. Holbrook, Jr.).

Staff Sergeant Leander W. Hens

Staff Sergeant Edward A. Bergh
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US troops of Combat Command B return to the Hauptlager,
May 6, 1945
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The scene at the SS garage gate
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Francesc Boix, having helped himself to Paul Ricken’s Leica.

Mauthausen, May 5, 1945. Luis Montero, in the center, wearing cap and
carrying rifle.
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Mauthausen, May 6, 1945. A tank of the US 21st Armored Infantry Battalion enters
the fortress through the main gate, under the banner “The Spanish Antifascists Greet
the Liberating Force” painted by the Spaniards in Spanish, Russian, and English.
Photo by Louis Henri Boussel (1916-2014), courtesy of USHMM.

Mauthausen, May 6, 1945
Francesc Boix standing to the left with camera.
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Mauthausen, May 6, 1945
Above, from left: Juan Gil; unidentified prisoner; unidentified US soldier; Dr.
Pedro Freixa; Salvador Ginestá.
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In all camps, the same scene. In Gusen (below), the local population is ordered to
pick up the corpses, gently, and bury them.

41

Mauthausen, May 6, 1945
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Post-liberation, Mauthausen, May 1945.
The Spanish national group assembled in front of the main gate. Of the 7,186
Spaniards who entered Mauthausen, only 2,183 survived.
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Mauthausen, May 1945. A group of Spanish ex-prisoners on the fortress wall.
From left, Miguel García, Manuel San Martín, Jesús Tello Gómez, Jesús Grau
Suñer, Rafael Silvera Escrivá. Photo Francesc Boix.

Mauthausen, May 13, 1945. A meeting of members of the Spanish Communist
Party (PCE). From left to right: Mariano Constante (cut by the photograph);
José Perlado Camano; in the background, Fernando Lavín; Manuel Razola; in
the background, Luis Montero; unidentified. Photo Francesc Boix.
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Mauthausen village, May 1945. From left: perhaps Juan Bisbal Costa; probably
Juan Pagés; Manuel Razola; José Perlado.

May 1945. Mauthausen village, on the doorstep of the Pointner home. From left:
Ramón Milà, Jesús Grau, Francesc Boix, José Alcubierre, Luisín García.

45

The Pointner home. In the doorway, Jesús Grau and the sisters Leopoldine and
Christine Pointner, with other Spanish ex-prisoners

From left: Christine, Anna, and Leopoldine Pointner. The third daughter,
Edeltraut (missing), later emigrated to Australia.
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May 1945. The fate of Lagerführer Ziereis.
Ziereis had fled to the mountains. On May 13, 1945, he was recognized and
pursued by a US patrol, and was wounded while fleeing.

May 24. Ziereis was transported by ambulance to the US military hospital in
Gusen. He is seen above on his deathbed.

.
Gusen, May 25, 1945. His body was disinterred by ex-prisoners and hanged.

1.

The Liberation

1945. The fifth of May. Would anyone who was there ever forget that
morning? After weeks of rain, the sun came out, and much more than
the sun. It was a morning dressed in majesty.
Hitler was already dead, we knew it. Vienna and Berlin were in
Soviet hands. We knew that too. The SS who had ruled our lives for
nearly five years had fled, two days earlier, and we were guarded by
the Vienna police, dressed in SS uniform. The SS had forced them into
it. The difference in their manner was stark. The SS had gone, but they
could still come back, and what would the Vienna police do then, other
than run?
Those among us who could walk were free to mix, and climb to
the parapets, bask in the sun, feast our eyes on the tranquil Danube, the
mountain greenery, the dark pines, the snowy crests, all beckoning to
us with the promise of new life. This day of liberation belonged above
all to the starving survivors, men and women, who wrung their gnarled
hands in gratitude for their deliverance. But it belonged too to the sixtyfour Americans of Patton's Third Army who on that early morning
reached the gates to hear the impassioned cries of Freiheit! Libertad!
Svoboda! Wolnosc! Szabadsag! Liberté!
Among the liberated prisoners on that day was Simon
Wiesenthal, later to become world-famous. He was lucky to have
survived that far. He had reached Mauthausen in February 1945 in a
convoy of prisoners evacuated from Gross-Rosen; only 1,200 out of
6,000 survived the trek. No fewer than 180 prisoners died between the
station and the camp.2 In Mauthausen, Wiesenthal had been assigned
to Block 20 (the Death Block). He told the present author that in his
group, which was marched up to the fortress along the shorter and
narrower back road, one hundred were shot on the road because they
could not keep up in the heavy snow, leaving it to the Gendarmerie to
dispose of the corpses. He was in the Revier when he heard that the
Americans were arriving. He said he knew he was dying but he wanted
to touch the white star of a US tank, and started towards an armored car
2

LEVY 1993 p. 63.
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but passed out before he reached it.3 The story became known, and one
of the American liberators could not resist the temptation to turn the
incident into his personal experience. John L. Slatton, who was the
gunner in the car commanded by Sergeant Harry Saunders, concocted
the story that Wiesenthal crawled to his armored car, touched it, then
passed out: “He was so weak, he was out for hours.” Even Slatton's
friends wondered how he would have recognized Wiesenthal. At a
1944 veterans’ reunion in Birmingham, Alabama, both Wiesenthal and
Slatton admitted that neither had seen the other.4
The three US armored cars that entered the fortress on that
morning could stay there only for some hours. They were out of radio
contact with their base, and had to return, but before leaving they
disarmed the Vienna police, took their weapons with them, then passed
the command to the prisoners’ international committee and promised
to return in strength the next morning at the latest.
The result was that Mauthausen fell under the loosest guard
through the evening and night of May 5-6. Prisoners poured out, with
weapons taken from the SS armory, and made their way down into the
village, pillaging as they went. More importantly, an armed unit made
for the Danube bridge, determined to hold it through the night against
whatever German units should attempt to cross it.
The strategic importance of this bridge is not in question. It was
the only bridge intact in the 135 km between Linz and Krems, and the
last escape route for Nazi units seeking the safety of the Alpenfestung,
but two factors must be kept in mind. Firstly, the direction of flight of
the Nazis over the Danube was to the south, not to the north, for the
forests of Czechoslovakia were certainly less hospitable than those of
Styria or the Alps. This means that on the strategic question, the exprisoners were facing in the wrong direction. Secondly, the bridge was
for rail use only. A footbridge was available for pedestrians, and this
could be used by the krads (the Heereswehr sidecars) but not by cars,
unless the driver was able to place one wheel on the pathway and the
other on the wooden truss between the rails. That was in fact how the
SS cars used to cross, but other vehicles generally used the ferry, even
3

4

Wiesenthal, interview.
WILLIAMS 1994.
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though it was older than the bridge. Pedestrians too preferred to use the
ferry, since SS traffic had made the bridge dangerous to cross, and the
signal of an approaching train meant a long wait. In theory a tank could
cross the bridge if it used its entire width, but no local inhabitant has
ever reported seeing a tank crossing over, or even attempting to cross
over, and many a local inhabitant would roll his eyes in wonder to see
and hear the video account by a stalwart Spanish survivor, Mariano
Constante, of the mythical Battle of the Danube. “When the SS tanks
reached the middle of the bridge, at that moment, we opened up, with
the flame-thrower, the famous bazooka. We hurled grenades. And the
first tank, the one in front, we threw another three at it, and our third
shot was an ace, it landed right on it. It was really a sight! How it
burned! When the crew saw their tank in flames they tried to reverse.
The tank ran into the one behind, and that too caught fire. In a matter
of seconds, the whole bridge was in flames. They saw it was hopeless
to go forward, they couldn’t get through. That’s how we stopped them
from returning to Mauthausen and wiping out the rest of us.”5
The achievement of Constante and others of his ilk was to set up
the revisionists in their attempts to cast doubt on the horror of the
camps. The threat from the revisionists is real. This explains why
nothing written on Mauthausen up to the year 2000 ever included a
reference to a prisoner “canteen”. While the term “canteen” was indeed
used in Mauthausen for what was in fact no more than a nearly foodless
locker, under the care of a Kapo, the very word is music to the
revisionists in their improved version of life in the KZ: “the canteen,
football on Sunday afternoon, the camp theatre and concerts, the lake
at Ebensee, the pleasant if rigorous and disciplined life of a camp; no
rest camp certainly, but a challenging and stimulating opportunity....”
The essential point, which is now established, is that neither
Lieutenant-Colonel Richard R. Seibel, commander of the brigade-size
Combat Command B, nor any other American was in Mauthausen from
the early evening of May 5 until mid-morning on May 6. The control
of the camp, and the control of the history of that night, thus passed
into the hands of the ex-prisoners' international committee, in which

5

CONSTANTE 1999 video.
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the communists predominated. The result was the development of a
legend which was virtually anti-American.6
The history of the Liberation thus came to be dominated by those
who deliberately downplayed the role of the Americans, and could
always use Seibel's inaccuracies as a way to offset their own. “On May
5, 1945,” wrote S. Smirnov in Études soviétiques, “two days before the
arrival of the Anglo-American troops [sic], the prisoners rose up and
regained their freedom.”7 “Once and for all,” wrote Miguel Malle, “the
liberation of Mauthausen was the work of the Appareil militaire
international [the prisoners' secret military network].”8 The prisoners,
he added, disarmed the Austrian police before the Americans arrived.9
“On the morning of May 5,” wrote Ramón Bargueño, “we disarmed the
Vienna police and let them leave with just their rucksacks.”10 “The
prisoners won their freedom with their own weapons,” wrote Mariano
Constante.11 In 1984, a certain Albert Morillon, a French survivor of
Mauthausen with the advantage of 39 years to ascertain his facts, wrote
that Mauthausen was liberated by the Canadians!12 Despite the total
absence of evidence that any SS was ever found, alive or dead, in
Mauthausen, there are frequent statements in the communist canon that
their prisoners included SS.13 Malle then proceeds to accuse the
Americans of dawdling: “I know that some of my comrades feel
resentment over the way the Americans took their good time and left
us in the nightmare anguish of 5-6 May.”14 In April 1997, Constante
still would not yield, even before a panel of historians invited to visit
Mauthausen. “For two days,” he said, in the final session, “we had to
fight the SS alone.” Juan de Diego, sitting beside him and the present
author, gave his laconic opinion of his fellow Spaniard's contribution
to history: “Sandeces [bullshit]!”15
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The Battle of the Danube emerges as the most cherished single
piece of Spanish communist folklore, and it becomes more improbable
the more it is examined. Manuel García Barrado, a leading promoter,
lived in the village for over forty years without bothering to investigate
the matter. The most categorical denials come from the communists'
fellow-prisoners. “No military force left the camp to fight the
Germans,” said the Spanish ex-prisoner Juan de Diego. “There was no
battle on the Danube. The story is pure junk. It's a communist myth.
They didn't fire at the SS, because there weren't any SS. What happened
was that the Spaniards on the Danube opened fire on one another.”16
This statement, quoted by the present author to the Spanish ex-prisoner
Marcelino López Hernández, who insisted that he took part in the
action, provoked him to such rage that he demanded a physical
confrontation with Juan de Diego.17 But de Diego is well supported, by
Hermann Langbein who is equally adamant,18 and by the highly
respected Catalan journalist Montserrat Roig. Roig reports that a unit
of Spanish prisoners who were anarchists, and who had set themselves
up in Mauthausen village, mistook the truck in which the prisonercombatants were riding for a vehicle of the SS and thus opened fire.19
Among the historians, Michel Fabréguet states that a few small groups
were allowed to leave the camp on May 5, among them a Spanish
detachment that entered Mauthausen village only to come under fire
from the houses; as for the battle on the Danube, he called it “very
unlikely”, the more so since there was no SS or Wehrmacht units in the
vicinity.20 The villagers of Mauthausen who have responded to the
question express a wider range of opinion. The present owner of the
Taverne on the Donaulinde calls the battle “nothing but a joke,”21 but
the Bürgermeister of Mauthausen in 1995, Josef Jahn, now dead,
reported that there was some action in the village, and that “some SS
on the right bank fired across the river, killing two children.”22 But Jahn
was not in the village at that time. The most concrete support for an
action on the Danube comes from the Mauthausen villager Erich
16
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Neumüller, who was indeed a witness: “The SS were incensed. They
were white with rage. In rage and desperation, they were firing at
random, firing across the Danube at anyone in sight. Their world had
collapsed. Their desperate belief that they were of superior stock had
been revealed, to them as to their enemies, as a total sham, and now,
incapable in mind and body of doing what any true soldier does by
instinct—fight to the last—they expressed themselves in blind and
senseless rage.”23
Patton’s troops returned, as they said they would, on May 6, this
time a battalion in strength, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel
Seibel. On that afternoon Seibel made his way along the parapet that
overlooks the SS garage and walked into the office at the end, the office
where Lagerkommandant Franz Ziereis had ruled for almost the whole
life of Mauthausen. Fine panelled wood cupboards covered the walls,
and to the left, beside a double window that overlooked the Danube,
stood Ziereis' huge desk in the same fine wood. On the opposite side
was a divan (which Seibel was to use) beside another double window,
protected like the other by metal bars. Seated behind the desk as Seibel
entered was the Soviet ex-prisoner, Major Andreï Pirogov. Pirogov told
Seibel that he, Pirogov, was now in command of the camp, and that the
Soviet ex-prisoners intended that he remain so. As Pirogov refused to
move from the desk, Seibel drew out his revolver and levelled it against
Pirogov's head, ordering his men to escort Pirogov and his subordinates
to the Soviet compound. Pirogov then complied.24
Fifty years later, on May 7, 1995, all these events were
commemorated in a major ceremony organized by the Austrian
Government and held on the former Appellplatz. Colonel Seibel, then
aged 86, made his second return to Mauthausen—his first was in May
1980—bringing with him several members of his family. They had
been fêted the day before in the US Embassy in Vienna by the
American Ambassador Swanee Hunt. Four American sergeants who
had taken part in the liberation were present on the occasion. None of
them had met or even heard of Seibel. Before the ceremony opened on
that Sunday morning, Seibel and the sergeants met beside the
commemorative plaque. It was there that the sergeants informed Seibel
23
24
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Seibel reenacted this scene in Ziereis' former office at the author's request on May 8, 1995.
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that the deposition he had circulated was in error, because he did not
reach the camp on May 5, 1945. Seibel agreed with them that he had
been mistaken. Shortly afterwards, the ceremony began, with hundreds
of survivors entering through the main gate and making their way along
the parade ground which had once been the site of the hangings and the
beatings, past the crematorium and the gas chamber, to the wide
platform on which the dignitaries of Austria and many nations were
seated. Among them were the Chancellor of Austria and Ambassador
Hunt. Speeches were given by Simon Wiesenthal and others, and then
came the turn of Lieutenant-Colonel Seibel. Oblivious to what he had
admitted to the sergeants only minutes before, Seibel presented himself
as the liberator of Mauthausen on May 5, 1945. Three of the sergeants
(Hens, Saunders, and Torbuccio) standing to the side in the audience
began to shout and gesticulate (“Come off it, Dick, you weren't here!”
“You'd gone fishin'!”), and then mounted the stage with the intention
of taking the microphone. A video-recording of the ceremony shows
Seibel responding, “I was first into the camp! I don’t know what this
fuss is all about!” At this moment of extreme embarrassment,
Ambassador Hunt approached the sergeants with exemplary calm and
tact, and asked them not to spoil the occasion by a confrontation. The
sergeants agreed, saying “We made our point, we’re leaving,” and a
worse scene was thus avoided, but the US Embassy in Vienna drew the
necessary lesson from the fracas. A letter went out from Colonel John
B. Miller, the US military attaché, addressed to the US Army Center of
Military History in Washington DC, urging that the circumstances of
the liberation of Mauthausen be clarified once and for all.
Lieutenant-Colonel Seibel’s claim that he personally reached the
camp on May 5, 1945, and (more importantly) stayed there the night of
May 5-6, has disfigured history, and by distorting the account Seibel
may well have contributed to the success of the deliberately false
accounts, produced by several of the survivors, especially the
communist survivors, who gave to the event this self-serving and antiAmerican flavor. Ramón Bargueño writes as if the Americans were not
even there: “Thanks to the committee which we had organized, many
lives were saved by taking control of the stores and kitchens and
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preventing pillage.”25 The reasons for Seibel's inaccuracies are hard to
assess. As a career officer, he would be expected not to take credit for
the achievement of others, and as an artillery officer he would be
endowed with a precise mind. But from the moment he wrote to Ray
Buch, “Thunderbolt”’s official historian, in April 1975, when he was
only 66 and in no sense senile, Seibel both begrudged the contribution
of the men under him and expressed himself in phrases remarkable for
their lack of clarity.26
The confrontation in 1995 in front of the American Ambassador
to Austria inspired one of the American sergeants, Leander Hens, and
one of the former prisoners, Pierre-Serge Choumoff, to carry out,
separately, a detailed inquiry. Hens contacted all the survivors he could,
as did his partner, the former sergeant Edward Bergh. The matter was
brought up the following August at the US 11th Armored Division's
reunion in San Diego, and Hens sent the present author every piece of
material found, including many photographs. Choumoff, for his part,
prepared a paper which he presented at a conference at the University
of Vienna in December of the same year. The paper by Choumoff, a
mathematician by training, was of the highest level of investigative
scholarship, and it reached the ineluctable conclusion that Seibel had
been driven by personal vanity. “Since he held the command of the
liberated camp,” writes Choumoff, “he seems to have wanted to hold
on to the title of Mauthausen's single liberator.”27 It was a sad
conclusion.

BARGUEÑO/HERNÁNDEZ 1991 p. 172. No one has endorsed Seibel’s claim that before the SS
left they had blown up the electricity system. “We had to start from scratch,” Seibel told the author.
But Seibel may not have arrived before May 7.
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either of the recent US 11th Armored Division History Books. Too bad. The real true story of the
liberation of Mauthausen is not very well known” (Newsletter of the US 11th Armored Division
“Thunderbolt”, spring 1995).
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CHOUMOFF 1995 p. 6.
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How did Spaniards wind up in the very worst of SS camps, according
to the system’s own definition?28 It was years before we knew the
full story.
Most of us had been captured while wearing French uniform
in the debacle of June 1940. Except for those Spaniards who were
captured in the Resistance and arrived in Mauthausen later, we were
at first sent to a Stalag, but to no particular Stalag. The decision
having been taken to send us to Mauthausen, the first contingent of
Spaniards arrived there on August 6, 1940. Like other contingents,
ours went three days without food or water: Thirst drove some to
madness, and it was reported that others killed them. On April 7,
1941, of 348 Spaniards who arrived at the station, 48 “disappeared”
between the station and the camp.29 It is certain that they did not
escape.
Those of us who arrived in Mauthausen in August 1940 could
assume that we were the first in France to pay for the crime of having
fought fascism in Spain. Decades later we discovered that this may
not be true. International Brigaders may have preceded us.
Those who had fought in Spain in the International Brigades
had either returned to their country of origin or had found themselves
interned in French camps which the Third Republic itself called
“camps de concentration.” Le Vernet was by far the worst,30 but even
so, they were not comparable in any way to the SS model. Those
International Brigaders who returned to countries that from 1938
were overrun by Nazi Germany could well find themselves sent to
SS camps, but the belief that the French Third Republic could never
have sent International Brigaders into the hands of Nazi Germany is
thrown into doubt by none other than the Austrian survivor and
leading historian Hans Maršálek. After making no mention of this in
his first (1974) and second (1980, expanded) editions, Maršálek
28
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writes in his third (1995, further expanded) edition (p. 287):
“Angang Oktober 1940 kamen Interbrigandisten des Republikanischen Spanien an, darunter befanden sich mehrere jüdische Ärzte,
die alle innerhalb weniger Tage ermordet wurden.“ However, in the
English edition, which came out in the same year and presumably
after the third edition in German, we read a major disparity (p. 287):
“At the start of 1940 [sic] a group of Spanish Republicans arrived
who had been International Brigades activists and among them were
a number of Jewish doctors, all of whom were murdered within a
few days after their arrival.”31 The present author has discussed with
Hans Maršálek several problems concerning the camp, and expresses
his gratitude to Maršálek for his help, but he died on December 9,
2011, and so this question remains unasked and unanswered. Is it
possible that early in 1940 the French Third Republic handed over
to Nazi Germany members of the International Brigades who
remained interned in the French camps? Or is it the fault of the
translator and fellow-survivor, Max R. Garcia?32
The reason for the decision to send the Spaniards to an SS
camp, and expressly Mauthausen, was long misunderstood. It was
certainly not due to any agreement between Hitler and Serrano
Suñer, since it was taken earlier than Serrano’s appointment as
foreign minister. A statement by SS-Obergruppenführer August
Eigruber, the Gauleiter of Oberdonau,33 provides no light. In an
address to Nazi officers in Ebensee on June 27, 1941, Eigruber
offered a skewered account: “Last year when we occupied
France, Pétain sent us 6,000 Spaniards saying, I don't need them
and I don't want them. He offered to return those 6,000 Reds to
Franco, the Spanish caudillo, who refused them, saying that he
would never repatriate any who had fought for a Soviet Spain. So we
offered them to Stalin, and we threw in the cost of transport. Herr

MARŠÁLEK 1995. The monumental work of Mauthausen’s former Zweite Lagerschreiber
was ill-served by the miserable translation rendered by Max R. García, a survivor of Mauthausen
and a naturalized American.
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Stalin and his Comintern refused to accept them. So the Spanish
Reds will finish their days in Mauthausen.”
The reasons why the Spaniards were denied the status of
prisoners of war, even when captured in French uniform, were more
down to earth. The decision was taken on the harsh but legal basis
that Germany was not at war with Spain, that the Spaniards had no
passports, and that we Spaniards were stateless, not unlike gypsies.
Furthermore, we were known to be hardened anti-Nazis who had
been the first to fight fascism, and as inveterate enemies of Nazi
Germany our place was in the cruelest camp of all.
How many were we, and how many died? According to the
most reliable figures, 7,186 Spaniards entered Mauthausen and 2,183
were alive on May 5, 1945.34 Soon after arrival, the mortality rate for
the Spaniards had surpassed that for the Poles, and in December 1941
every five dead included four Spaniards. As for the figure of 9,067
incoming, it may well misrepresent the number of Spaniards sent. It
does not take into account those who died in transit, and those who
were murdered on the road and whose bodies were picked up by the
local Gendarmerie.
Special mention should be made of the convoy of 430
Spaniards who left Angoulême on August 24, 1940. The convoy was
composed of families, due to an administrative error. It created a
problem for Lagerführer Ziereis, who at that time refused to accept
women prisoners. He decided to keep the men and thirty boys, aged
between 12 and 18, while the women and children were kept on the
train and sent on to Spain, though some women were sent to
Ravensbrück. The boys were housed in Block 11. In June 1943,
Mauthausen’s security chief, SS-Hauptsturmführer Georg
Bachmayer, signed an agreement with a local entrepreneur, Anton
Poschacher, to employ a number of the boys in the local village
quarry. These boys were thus uniquely exposed to events that
occurred on the nearby Danube shore, for they were the only national
group to be so assigned.

34
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BOYS OF THE POSCHACHER GROUP

José Alcubierre Pérez

Jacinto Cortés García

Jesús Grau Suñer

Manuel Gutiérrez Souza ‘el
Sardina’ who later married an
Austrian, Hanni Weilguny
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Gregorio López Raimundo

José Lázaro Nates Gallo
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Ramón Milà Ferrerons

Ramiro Santisteban Castillo
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The Poschacher youth, as they were known, had the unusual
opportunity of observing village life along the Danube road between
the village and the small local railway station. One of these boys was
Ramiro Santisteban, who in 2018 is still alive. When the present
author told him that the SS took care to conceal their crimes from the
local population, Ramiro replied with a phrase that haunts the mind:
“Embarrassed, the SS? The SS embarrassed? Listen, there was an
attractive, neatly dressed Austrian girl in her early twenties. She
used to take the train to work in Linz. She could have been the bank
manager's daughter. She came upon a scene of brutality on the road.
Seeing a body and a pool of blood on the sidewalk, she stepped into
the road. An SS noticed, seized her by the hair, asked her what there
was on the ground that disgusted her, and forced her head down into
the puddle. He held her there by the hair, as a man might hold a dog
that had defecated on the carpet. When she lifted her face, I could
see that it was covered in blood.” Ramiro went on: “The vicar of the
local church showed pity for the plight of the boys; he was noticed
by an SS who swung the vicar around and let loose with a massive
kick, from which the vicar staggered off as best he could.”35 He was
later sent up to the Lager, and died within three days.36
On another occasion, recounted Ramiro, an SS-Mann, hence
with no rank at all, encountered a Wehrmacht soldier on the same
stretch of road. The soldier, who was in his fifties and was probably
on home leave, passed the SS without saluting him, understandably.
“You don't salute the SS?” yelled the SS-Mann, grabbing the soldier
in full view of Santísteban and slamming him across the road.
What was the key to survival in a death camp? Adjustment,
perhaps, to the unimaginable. Acceptance of life lived in absurdity.
Life “wo es gibt kein Warum.” That is one answer. The Czech
prisoner Dr Premysl Dobias told the present author that if any
incoming prisoner broke down and wept for his family, he was lost
(“We gave him ten days to live.”) The Spanish survivor Prisciliano
García Gaitero faced the trauma differently: “If at any moment I
thought about my past, […] it was only about my mother, and all the
35
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time less frequently. As for my novia, I could not even remember her
name, or how she looked. I had turned into a veritable automaton.”37
A Spaniard who was later to win international recognition
offered the present author his view on what it took to survive. Jorge
Semprún, the future Spanish Minister of Culture, but then a prisoner
in KL-Buchenwald, identified three factors: first, a trade or skill,38
second, a working knowledge of German, and third, blind luck.
All three factors were therefore necessary for the Spaniards to
pull themselves out of that station of life into which every Zugang
(incoming prisoner) was thrown. Slave worker was the class filled
by 85 percent of the prisoner population. In the early period the
Spaniards did not have title to a single privileged post, in the groups
known as Kapos and Prominenten. The ranks of the Kapos were
filled by the criminal class (the Green-triangles), with priority given
to Germans. Then came a change. Spaniards found their way into the
ranks of the Prominenten, and in every one of the three key
departments of the camp. Juan de Diego, talented in book-keeping,
was selected to serve as Dritte Lagerschreiber (Third Clerk) in the
Lagerschreibstube, or central prisoner administration office. The
reason for his selection is that the SS had found themselves in
confusion over the names of the Spanish prisoners, with their varied
use of their patronyms and matronyms. He had met the second test
(of understanding German) by conjugating the verb haben while a
slave on the Steps (the infamous 186 that ran from the quarry to the
top), reciting the verb like a prayer, as indeed it was.
Equally successful were two Spaniards who found their way
into jobs in the Politische Abteilung (the Gestapo office) and three
other Spaniards who achieved the same in its subsidiary branch, the
Erkennungsdienst (photo identification service). Those Spaniards
entering the Gestapo office were Casimiro Climent Sarrión and
Josep Bailina Sibele. Climent arrived in Mauthausen on November

37
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25, 1940, but did not enter service in the Politische Abteilung until
March 3, 1941. Between those dates, he worked
in the quarry. Toward the end the SS gave
Climent an extra duty, the classifying of all
women prisoners who arrived in the camp.
Climent set out to save the records, and was
helped in this by Bailina. After the liberation
Climent went insane, and
ended his life a suicide.
Casimoro Climent Sarrión
Bailina left with his notes
but published nothing, and before his death in
1984 he took care to burn his notes. As for the
photo identification service, the first Spaniard
employed, as sole developer and printer, was
Antonio García Alonso. Joining him later was
his fellow-Catalan, Francesc Boix.
Josep Bailina Sibele
The SS chart of prisoners employed in the Politische
Abteilung, under its director, SS-Obersturmführer Karl Schulz,
shows the following breakdown of nationalities in the report dated
March 21, 1945: Poles 7, Czechs 5, Spaniards 5, Germans 2, Soviets
1, and Greeks 1. The SS of course made their selection in all cases
on the basis of need, but the success of the Czechs is noticeable.
After the assassination of SS-Obergruppenführer Reinhard Heydrich
in 1942, the reaction of the SS in all camps was to yank the Czechs
out of their barracks (“Gesamte Tschechen hinaus!”) for beatings or
death. The Czech prisoner Dr Premysl Dobias told the author that he
managed to escape the rampage only by covering his T red triangle
and speaking furiously in French. His luck held: the SS in question
knew enough to distinguish French from Czech.
These highly privileged prisoners—privilege being the chance
to remain alive—were not spared their own grizzly experience of
horror. Juan de Diego, third clerk in the Lagerschreibstube, recalls
his life as a Prominenter. “No one entered the office, not even the
SS, unless he was specifically authorized to do so. The SS would
stand outside the door like little boys. If ever an SS man was allowed
in, he was never allowed to touch the records, which were
sacrosanct.” The office was at the same time a venue for each day's
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banal barbarities. A prisoner would be ordered to report there for an
infringement of the regulations, and he would stand at attention
outside the office until the Rapportführer, or Bachmayer, or Ziereis
himself arrived. Or sometimes Bachmayer might send one or other
of his deputies, Altfuldisch or Streitwieser. Sometimes the summons
would be due not to an infringement but to some reason out of the
black pit of their minds, or for no other reason than that it was
something to do. At such times, the SS closed the Schreibstube's
curtains. Sometimes the glowing stove would serve them in the same
way it served Schulz in the Politische Abteilung, the victim being
forced to place his hands on it or sit. More usually, the SS officers
would order the prisoner's wrists to be bound behind his back; his
body was then hoisted on to the beam. Occasionally the feet would
be tied to the wrists. This was the practice that the SS called the
Pfahlbinden, and it invoked a numbing fear in every prisoner. The
rumor ran that the worst agony came at the beginning, while the
shoulders were in the process of dislocation. It was therefore
recommended that the victim shake his body at the moment he was
suspended in order to assist in the dislocation.39 Poor wretches that
they were to be thus reduced to this subhuman level of reasoning.
The body was nevertheless left dangling in this position for up to an
hour or even longer, while Juan de Diego, seated so close that he
could have reached out and touched the victim, had no choice but to
continue his clerical work at the table. (In 1995, in his former office,
de Diego showed the present author his desk and the beam above it.)
When the purpose of the torture was to wring information from the
prisoner, SS-Hauptsturmführer Johann Haider or one of his two
assistants (SS-Unterscharführere Stefan Malleschits and Josef
Kirsch) would be present to type the information as dictated by the
interrogator. If translation was needed, it would be the duty of a
Lagerschreiber to serve as interpreter, sitting at the prisoner’s feet,
listening as he screamed. Here in capsule was the essence of KZ life:
a large part of the programmed degradation of the prisoners was to
let them sit there, observers of the scene, powerless to intervene or
express the slightest hint of humanity or compassion. After ten
minutes or so, the pain was so intense that the victim invariably
39
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passed out. When he was eventually let down, the SS had not
finished their sport. The prisoner had to find his own way out of the
office, by opening the door. If he failed he could expect a further
round of punishment, perhaps the stove. But opening the door meant
turning the large enamel knob, and the prisoner was virtually unable
to move his arms at all. It was here that de Diego was able to render
a small but perhaps vital service. He arranged when he came in, or
after the prisoner came in, that the knob was left in a way that, while
the door appeared quite shut, it required only the smallest pressure
to open. It may well have saved a life.40
The effect of this treatment was long-lasting. The prisoner had
no remaining strength whatever. His arms were disjointed, his hands
swollen into mounds. He could not lift his arms even to eat and had
to be fed like a baby. As he slowly recovered, others would take his
hand in their own and guide it to his mouth, but it was impossible for
the prisoner to work again for two or three months, and to be idle
was always dangerous.
The Spaniard Climent Sarrión, employed in the Politische
Abteilung, came away with his own memories that were to drive him
to insanity and suicide. On one occasion in February 1942, a group
of elderly Jews stood waiting naked in the snow outside the
compound. Schulz beckoned to two small rabbis to enter his office,
asking them if they were cold. The stove glowed with heat. They
moved towards it. Schulz then seized one of them and seated him on
top of it. The burns were intense. When lifted off—he was unable to
move—pieces of his flesh stuck to the stove. Two days later the rabbi
died in the Revier. Another favorite game for Schulz was to force
prisoners into narrow holes dug in the ground, which he sealed with
wooden lids.41
Prisoners arriving in Mauthausen in the later years might be
kept together to work on a single project, but the Spaniards, arriving
early in the war and being only the fourth national group to enter
40
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(after the Austrians, Czechs and Poles), tended to be dispersed to any
of the 49 Nebenlager that operated under the direction of
Lagerkommandant Ziereis in the Hauptlager. Each Nebenlager
might have its own Aussenkommandos, each with a construction
mission. There was also the mobile Kommandos, moving from one
camp to another with a specific assignment. None in the Mauthausen
complex was more famous than the César Kommando, named after
its prisoner-leader, César Orquín.

3.

A Case Study: the César Kommando

César Orquín Serra was special among Spaniards, and perhaps
special among all KZ prisoners. His sound knowledge of the German
language was the first reason why the SS chose him to serve as
Oberkapo in charge of a mobile Kommando that included more than
200 prisoners.
César, as he was known to all, was a militant anarchist from
Valencia who emerged from Mauthausen as a virtual legend, loved
and unloved. A natural leader, fiercely independent, he made
strong friends—and strong enemies, especially among communists,
whom he despised. While the consensus is that he was a hottempered and domineering leader who allowed no back-talk in his
ranks,42 to his own men he was a hero, and notable among his
admirers was Francesc Comellas, a CNT (anarchist) union leader
from Barcelona. Comellas, interviewed by the author in Austria,
described César, who had been a student at the University of
Valencia, as a man deeply respected by the other Spaniards for his
intellect, for his musical talent—he would play, usually an
accordion, whenever an SS would lend him an instrument—and
above all for his moral integrity. Highly self-disciplined, demanding
obedience from those under him, but at the same time altruistic and
caring about his compatriots' welfare, he sought, and usually
obtained the best treatment for his men that anyone could expect
from the SS.
The “César” Kommando was sent on June 6, 1941, to build a
bridge at Vöcklabruck. This Kommando, the spearhead of the
Schlier complex, was commanded temporarily by SSObersturmführer Karl Schöpperle until the arrival of SSObersturmführer Kurt Emil Schmutzler, who had hitherto served in
Gusen. The Kommando consisted of 460 Spaniards. “The only nonSpaniard there,” Schmutzler said later at his trial, “was the cook.”43
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Three Spaniards escaped from the Vöcklabruck camp on April 5, 1942. One of them was
Agustín Santos Fernández. After reaching the Tyrol he was arrested and returned to the
Hauptlager. He was duly assigned to the punishment Kommando in the quarry, but his friends
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The fact that the majority of the SS in Vöcklabruck were not
German but Yugoslav and Romanian, were not of the criminal class,
and were far from brutal, helps to explain César’s success in
minimizing Spanish losses, but those
who survived continued to believe that
they owed their very lives to him. It was
at Vöcklabruck that Comellas was
witness to an unusual incident in KZ
life. The Kommando's Schutzhaftlagerführer was playing idly with a football
when the ball struck an electric cable,
burst, and the dislodged cable fell on the
SS officer's head. César ran up to the
Nazi lying on the ground, and with
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation attempted
to revive him. He did his best, he failed,
and the officer died. There were no
repercussions.44
César Orquín, Mauthausen, 1947
With the project at Vöcklabruck completed, the César
Kommando, still intact, still entirely Spanish, and still under
Schmuztler, was moved in May 1942 by rail to Ternberg, where
Schmutzler soon left it to return to Mauthausen. Schöpperle, who
had some training in architecture, resumed his post with the
Kommando. The purpose of the new project, which would take two
years to complete and was directed by the constructor August
Süssmeyer, was to build a dam to supply energy to the Hermann
Goering Werke in Linz and to other local industrial plants. Linz I
(VÖEST) opened its ironworks in February 1943. A year later a
small Kommando, under SS-Oberscharführer Christoph Werner,
built Linz II: a Bunker for the protection of Gauleiter Eigruber and
his staff. Then came Linz III, a giant steelworks which was
Schöpperle’s last creation and which passed to the command of SSHauptsturmführer Benesch. To cheer everybody up, Schöpperle
organized a camp orchestra of 25 musicians. This did not distract
were able to change the number on his matricule. It saved his life (PONS PRADES 1995, p. 251;
Francesc Comellas, in: SERRANO 2003 p. 157).
44
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him from his SS responsibilities. In Linz III Schöpperle, with his
training as an engineer, worked on the construction of an electric
chair and on one occasion in 1945 he ordered 12 Jews in the camp to
be locked in a room until they starved to death.45
The Kapos that César selected to serve under him included
some excellent choices, such as Juan Gil, Venancio Rosell, and Dr
Salvador Ginestá; they remained loyal to him, as he to them.46 Occasionally he made a bad choice, as in the case of Vicente Ripollés and
Carlos Flor de Lis Peinador, who was only 18 when he arrived in
Mauthausen with his father. These two were both sent to Gusen,
where his father died in January 1941. It was perhaps out of
sympathy that César promoted him to Kapo. It was a mistake. The
boy was quickly detested, denounced as a born criminal47 and we
may assume, removed. If César brooked no disobedience, it reflected his purpose, that of saving the lives of as many prisoners as he
could. The result was that of more than 200 prisoners under his
command, only two died before the liberation.48
That accomplishment won César no praise from the
Communists. Ever since the Liberation, they have accused him of
having handed over to the SS, while he was in the Hauptlager, a list
of Spanish prisoners who were Communist or Communist
sympathizers. “Thanks to the sinister César,” write Razola and
Constante, “Spaniards were punished and dispatched to Gusen.”49
Constante himself contradicts this when he invents a conversation
between Ziereis and César in which the commandant shouts back at
César: 'Don't give me that talk. All you Spaniards are Bolsheviks!'50
Moreover, Constante and Razola were not present when César was
said to have betrayed the Spanish Communists.51
If these denunciations were all that were leveled against César
Orquín, it cannot be said that no other Spanish Kapo was accused of
45
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cruelty. Two Jews (one Hungarian, one Polish) came forward to
accuse Spanish Kapos. The Hungarian Jew Ernest Vinurel had
survived Auschwitz, then Melk and then Gunskirchen. He published
his memoirs and they included the memorable phrase: “Hier gibt es
kein warum.” Like other survivors he pointed out that constant
hunger had the effect of destroying the reasoning faculty, and the
result, according to Vinurel, was to eliminate in every prisoner all
feelings of compassion.52 As for the Spaniards, he told the present
author in an interview, “I have no prejudice against them, and I know
of no other camp where the Spaniards had such a reputation, but in
Melk they were an abomination.”53 The Polish Jew Max WolfshautDinkes, who had also been evacuated from Auschwitz, was sent to
Gusen II. He writes, “I saw no difference between Spanish Kapos
and Polish or Ukrainian Kapos. The Spanish Kapos at Gusen II kept
us an entire day outside in the cold, so that we did not dirty their
barracks.”54
None of this dimmed the reputation of César Orquín, even if
he chose to live in Austria after the liberation. So did a few other
Spaniards, who preferred not to return to France either out of
resentment for the treatment they had undergone in the French
detention camps or because they had the chance to serve in the US
511th CIC detachment investigating Nazi crimes. Among them were
Josep Carreras, from Gerona, who had escaped from the SS in the
evacuation from Schlier, and Andreu Blasi Rabasa, who had served
as a Kapo under César and like Carreras assimilated himself into
Austrian civil life. Blasi had made friends among a group of local
Austrian girls whose husbands were all at the front, or in Allied
hands, or dead, and they welcomed him into their homes while the
other Spaniards who stayed in Austria after the liberation kept to
themselves, congregating in abandoned schools. Blasi died in
Vöcklabruck in 1990 at the age of 80.55
The first reunion of Mauthausen survivors was held in Linz in
May 1946. The Spanish representatives were César Orquín and Dr
52
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Josep Pla Soliano,56 and it was César who was elected to head the
Association that was formed at the congress and which has continued
ever since.57
Meanwhile, the main group of Spaniards returned to France
on June 4, 1945. In the Hotel Lutétia in Paris, Jean Courcier took
note of the specific suffering of the Spaniards. “As they were not
French, they went through every type of ordeal. They were stateless,
and they had no right to anything.”58

Vienna, no date. César Orquín, with his Austrian wife and a friend.
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4.

A visit from the Reichsführer-SS

Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler, or ‘Reichsheini’ as the German
prisoners called him (not to his face), made two visits to Mauthausen
after his initial visit in 1938. The first of these two took place on
April 27, 1941, just after the arrival of the first convoy of Jews. He
was accompanied by his staff, by SS-Obergruppenführer Dr Ernst
Kaltenbrunner, and by Gauleiter Alfred Eigruber, both of them
Austrian.
At the moment of the visit, Juan de Diego had been
appointed only two months earlier to the post of Lagerschreiber 3.
He thus had the rare experience of a prisoner in speaking directly to
the Reichsführer, when he and his entourage stepped inside the
Schreibstube. Unlike the two-meter tall Kaltenbrunner, whose facial
scars enhanced his savage image, Himmler struck de Diego as a
mild-mannered bourgeois. “The Reichsführer is banal,” was the
impression he remembered. Himmler remained calm and correct in
addressing the prisoner clerks. Head clerk Josef Leitzinger presented
his colleague de Diego with the words, “Hier ist ein Rotspanier.”
Himmler asked him if he was all right, and if he was eating well. “I
knew I had to play the fool,” recalls de Diego, “and give no specific
answer. So I threw my shoulders back with a shrug and a noncommittal ‘Oh’, using pidgin German to say I couldn’t speak. At the
time we knew nothing about Himmler, but we knew what was safe
and what was unsafe.” Himmler showed no expression, made no
reply, and walked on. “There was nothing striking about his eyes,”
de Diego remembers. “They were the eyes of a dull bureaucrat. His
arrogance showed in the way he held back his head.”59
Little or nothing has been said of this visit by other survivors,
but other reports suggest that there was nothing banal about the visit.
Ziereis on his death-bed told his interrogators that Himmler was
disappointed with him, since Mauthausen was killing only 3 percent
of its prisoners a day; the Reichsführer then set an example during
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his visit to the quarry by ordering a prisoner to turn and then hurling
a rock into his back.60
Among the 2,000 or more SS photographs of Mauthausen that
survive, hardly one includes a prisoner witness to Himmler’s visit.
A rare example is that of the Lagerältester, who at that time was
Helmut Schwarz, shown standing at attention in front of Himmler
outside a Block. In the quarry, where the two thousand or more
prisoners assigned to quarry-duty were working as usual, only a
Kapo is to be seen, namely in the photo that shows the SS group
mounting the Steps and an SS officer looking up toward a Kapo on
duty on the left side of the Steps.
Apart from the quarry, Himmler also inspected the site of the
gas chamber. This was not yet in operation, but its
floor had just been completed. The three Spaniards,
one of whom was Baldomero Chozas, who had been
working for three or four days on the floor, stood
rigidly to attention against the wall as the entourage
examined the work in progress. There is some
evidence that Himmler also used his visit to test the
effect of Zyklon-B gas, selecting a cell in the Bunker
Baldomero Chozas for the purpose.61.
In 1942, Himmler made a visit to Gusen, apparently without
visiting the Hauptlager. His third and final visit to Mauthausen, on
May 31, 1943, may not have had KZ business as its primary purpose
at all. The excavations at Gusen had unearthed the earliest human
relics ever found in Austria, dating back to 5000 BC, and Himmler
wanted the best samples shipped to Nuremberg.
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THE SECOND VISIT OF REICHSFÜHRER-SS HIMMLER

Himmler and Gauleiter Eigruber

Kaltenbrunner, Himmler and Ziereis
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Himmler’s staff mixing with the KL-M staff

Eigruber, Ziereis, Himmler and Himmler’s adjutant, SS SS-Obergruppenführer
Karl Wolff.

A visit from the Reichsführer-SS

Himmler, Ziereis
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Himmler and entourage. In the background, Lagerältester Helmut Schwarz.
Schwarz was succeeded later in 1941 by Magnus Keller (“King Kong”), who in
turn was replaced in late 1943 by Joseph Schöps.
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IN THE QUARRY. Himmler greets an SS NCO and (below) inspects the site.
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IN THE QUARRY Himmler with his entourage.

Mounting the 186 steps.

A visit from the Reichsführer-SS

Himmler at Gusen. Date uncertain.
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5. The hostages, the Allied special agents, and the prison
The existence of a prison (in SS parlance the Arrest), housed inside
a fortress set within a Lager, is a concept of security that is hard to
match. Once again it was Spaniards working in the building, known
as the Bunker, who provided vital information. The cages on the
right of the entrance were kept for errant SS, those on the left for
special prisoners, including those held as hostages. Details of how
the hostages were held are hard to come by. It is not certain that all
were held in the Arrest, and some were transferred to other camps.
The hostages were celebrities whom the Gestapo arrested in the
closing months of the war and held under false names. They included
Nicolas Horthy, son of the Regent of Hungary, and Mario Badoglio,
the son of Marshal Badoglio. The former, code-named Maus, had
been arrested on October 15, 1944, and was placed in Cell 1. The
latter, arrested at the end of 1944 and code-named Brausenwetter or
Brausepulver,62 was a diplomat who had served as an ambassador in
Africa and was seized after his father had established his government
under Allied auspices in Salerno. He was placed in Cell 2, and there
a leading Nazi war criminal later claimed to have visited him.
SS-Hauptsturmführer Erich Priebke had won
infamy as the commander of the SS troops who
carried out the massacre on March 24, 1944, in
the Fosse Ardeatine, outside Rome. On the
occasion of his 100th birthday, Priebke issued a
long statement which was published in Il
Messagero of October 11, 2013. It included the
following: “Io ho conosciuto personalmente i
lager. L’ultima volta sono stato a Mauthausen
Erich Priebke
nel maggio del 1944 a interrogare il figlio di
Badoglio, Mario, per ordine di Himmler. Ho girato quel campo in
lungo e in largo per due giorni. C’erano immense cucine in funzione
per gli internati e all’interno anche un bordello per le loro esigenze.
Niente camera a gas.” No other source attests to Priebke’s visit, and
his absurd denial of a gas chamber at Mauthausen raises the question
62
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as to his purpose in writing this testament, unless he wished to die
true to the SS motto, mein Ehre heisst Treue.
Another hostage was Miklós Kállay de Nagykallo, who
survived and died in New York in 1967. Kállay came from a family
that
was
conservative
and
unsympathetic to fascism. The same
can be said for Admiral Miklos
Horthy. He was a right-wing dictator,
a tyrant in the eyes of many, but he
was not a Nazi and he showed it.
In March 1942 Horthy asked Kállay to
form a government and reverse the
pro-Nazi policies of Laszlo Bárdossy. Hitler with Miklós Kállay
While supporting the German effort against the Soviet Union,
he refused to participate in the rounding up of Jews, with the result
that in March 1944 Hitler forced Horthy to oust Kállay. Kállay went
into hiding but was caught and sent, first to Dachau, and then to
Mauthausen.
Hungarians were prominent among the hostages. Heinrich
Freiherr Thyssen-Bornemisza de Kàszon et Impérfalva was another
who survived, dying in 1947. In 1905 he had abandoned Germany
and settled in Hungary, where in 1906 he married his first wife,
Margit Freiin Bornemisza de Kàszon et Impérfalva.63 Since Margit’s
father had no sons, he adopted his son-in-law, and thereafter
Heinrich coupled his wife’s name to his own. In 1926 he had refused
to join the Vereinigte Stahlwerke AG under his brother Fritz and
founded his own enterprise. Heinrich was in his third marriage (to
Gunhil von Fabrice) when he was arrested and sent as a hostage to
Mauthausen. He was liberated in 1945, and obtained a third divorce
in the same year.
Luigi “Gino” Valenzano, interviewed by the author in Turin,
was already a prisoner in Mauthausen when Karl Schulz, head of the
Politische Abteilung, received a report from Rome that Valenzano
Their daughter Margit Gabriella Lujza won fame as the “Killer Countess” who in 1944
presided at a massacre coupled with an orgy.
63
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was the nephew of Marshal Badoglio. Valenzano had been arrested
on a Roman street on November 20, 1943 for his resistance activities,
and not because his grandmother was the
Marshal’s sister. Knowing enough about
the SS, he took care, on his arrival in the
camp in January 1944, both to conceal the
fact that he was a university student and to
assume a manual skill, claiming falsely that
he was a motor mechanic. He was therefore
working in the garage Kommando a year
later when he was suddenly grabbed by the
SS and deposited in the Arrest, where Niedermayer threw him into
the last cell on the left in the prison’s left aisle. Valenzano, one of
the few prisoners to come out of the Bunker alive, recalls how each
prisoner had his own cell, from which he never emerged to take
exercise, and remained in total isolation. For two days and nights
Niedermayer softened him up, and he was then dragged to an office
outside the main gate where Ziereis and Schulz together interrogated
him on his relationship with Marshal Badoglio and his son Mario.
Valenzano faced a dilemma: he could admit that he was Mario’s
cousin and possibly receive the privileges accorded to members of a
famous family, or he could play it safe and say that he knew nothing
about politics or about the Badoglio side of the family. Valenzano
chose the second, though it carried its own risk: his uncle Valenzano
was indeed the Marshal’s secretary. The outcome, however, came as
a relief: he was allowed to return to his Block 15 and to his work in
the SS garage. He surmised from the interrogation that his cousin
Mario was being held in the Bunker as a hostage, but they were never
to meet in Mauthausen. In April 1945 Mario Badoglio was taken by
the SS to the Bavarian Alps, and though still alive at the Liberation,
he was in a state of such depression that he never recovered his
health, dying prematurely in 1958.64 Of the 480 Italians who were
deported from Rome on January 4, 1944, passing through Dachau to
Mauthausen, only 22 survived to the day of liberation, and only
seven of these returned to Italy alive.65
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Among the less famous hostages was Gemma La Guardia
Gluck, sister of Fiorello La Guardia who had been serving as Mayor
of New York City since 1934. They had both
been born in the United States, of Catholic and
Jewish parents who had emigrated from Italy.
Fiorello was well-known for his frequent
denunciations of Hitler. Gemma had left the
United States to settle in Trieste, teaching English and marrying her student Herman
Gluck, in the process losing her US
citizenship. Gluck was a Hungarian Jew, and they had moved to
Budapest where they raised two children. In spring 1944 all four
were arrested and sent to Mauthausen. There the SS discovered that
Gemma was the sister of Fiorello, but instead of holding her and her
daughter in Mauthausen's Arrest, where they would be the only
women, the SS sent them to Ravensbrück, and later to Berlin,
where they were finally released. Herman meanwhile perished in
Mauthausen. Gemma's account of her life as a hostage was first
published in 1961, a year before she died in New York.66
Finally, the Arrest was used for prisoners who were in no way
hostages. It should be remembered that the function of an SS camp
was to reduce the prisoner to a level where he was incapable of
compassion for a fellow being. An incident at Mauthausen in the last
year of the war challenged this theory: prisoners in their suffering
could still feel pity for prisoners in their agony. Spaniards were
among those who witnessed and remembered the case of the fortyseven Allied agents.
These agents, comprising thirty-nine Dutch, seven British, and
one American.67 were members of the British Special Operations
Executive (SOE). They arrived at Mauthausen on September 5,
1944, in chains, from prisons in Holland and France.68 All were
66
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Gerard (Jerry) van Hemert was born in the United States to Dutch immigrants and thus held
US citizenship, but as a patriotic Dutchman he left for England and enlisted in SOE. He was
captured in Holland.
68
The Dutch had been held since the catastrophic failure of the “North Pole” intelligence mission
in December 1941; the British, since the successful raid on Saint-Nazaire in March 1942. They
arrived in Mauthausen from the forced labor camp in Rawicz (Henry Dominicus to Gordon
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officers, and all were young and athletic.69 They were taken to the
Arrest, where they remained overnight. In the morning, their
sufferings on the Appellplatz were witnessed by many, including the
girls in the brothel that provided a close view, and they were
mentally recorded, especially by Juan de Diego and Antonio García.
Dr Premysl Dobiáš served as interpreter and, as he told the present
author, he too received a slashing on the head from Ziereis for
holding on to information told to him by the SOE agents. In the
afternoon, the prisoners were ordered to the quarry. A crowd of SS
lined the summit of the famous steps, keeping away from the cliff
edge. Some had even brought their wives: Ziereis had promised them
an extravaganza. The Allied officers were ordered to pick up a rock,
then mount the steps, then do so at a run. Other witnesses say the
rocks included the heaviest, even of 80 kg, which only the very
strongest of the men could lift.70 Six times in the course of the
afternoon they climbed the staircase; each time the staircase took its
toll. One of the Allied agents called out to SS-Sturmmann Martin
Steinmetz: “Guard, shoot me in the heart, I’m an officer.”71 By
evening only twenty-five were left alive. “They came through the
main gate,” Dobiáš told the present author, “limping and bleeding,
and were taken to the Bunker.” The SS had taken the precaution of
removing the two prisoners who worked there as cleaners, but there
were witnesses to the scene that followed, and some of these
witnesses survived, among them Mario Badoglio and the German
communist Joseph Drexel.72
Meanwhile, the SS had discovered that the bodies of the Allied
agents whom they had already killed had been so mutilated that the
Adams, letter of July 18, 1996; Fabréguet, Mauthausen, p. 891). Dr Karl Helferich, who gave
evidence to the Special Investigator (unidentified) of the US War Crimes Branch, reported that
the 47 Allied prisoners arrived on the morning of September 5 and without being registered were
sent straight to the Bunker, and that the registration and the witnessed atrocities began the
following morning (PAPPALETTERA 1969 pp. 144-145)
69
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Drexel had belonged to a national-communist group in Nuremberg which produced the review
Widerstand. Kept under observation by the Gestapo, he was among those who had recently been
arrested and interned as a result of the Bomb Plot of July 20, 1944. He had arrived at Mauthausen
a few days earlier with the indication RU (Rückkehr unerwünscht), but instead of being executed
he had been kept, for some reason, in the Bunker.
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registration numbers that they had printed on their chests were no
longer legible. Faced with this disgrace to good record-keeping,
Schutzhaftlagerführer Bachmayer readily accepted the suggestion of
Juan de Diego that the only way to identify the dead was to identify
the survivors. De Diego was thus sent, and for the only time, to the
Bunker. Nothing he had yet seen quite prepared him for what he was
about to see as he passed inside. In stench that was unbreathable, in
heat that was “like opening an oven,” he found the Allied agents,
crammed into cells designed for a single prisoner no fewer than
twelve in the first and thirteen in the second. Juan de Diego
completed his mission, renewing the registration numbers on the
chests of the twenty-five survivors with marker’s ink, then left the
Bunker, his mind riveted on the mutilation he had seen. He told the
present author, his voice trembling, “I carried it with me into the
night, the sickening smell, the sight of the pools of blood that formed
a mosaic on the floor of the corridor, still with me as I walked back
under the moon.”73
But there was more. That morning on the quarry steps the
show's final act began. Not one of the officers had received any food
or water from the moment they arrived. This time, as the prisoners
neared the camp's perimeter, all raced for the barbed wire. Like a
conductor beckoning to the trumpet section of an orchestra, Ziereis
signalled to the machine-guns in the towers, whose rapid staccato
brought the carnival to an end. But that evening, as the other
prisoners returned to the fortress, having witnessed the scene on the
steps, thousands of wooden clogs beat a rhythm of protest in honor
of the Allied dead.74
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not be faulted in the care they took to destroy the evidence. The two prisoners in the crematorium
Kommando who survived reported that the bodies of Allied officers could be burnt only at night.
They included the Soviet General Boms Dworkin and a number of US Army Air Force officers
who had been shot down in raids on Linz and Steyr (“Témoignages de Ignacy Bukowski et
Tadeusz Lewicki”, pp. 4, 6). Again, it was thanks to Juan de Diego that the list of the Allied
dead was preserved.
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As for the rest held hostage in the prison, there is considerable
uncertainty. If Gino Valenzano could remember the exact cell they
put him in, none of the others were so explicit. It seems that many of
the hostages were not kept in the Arrest for long, and some not at all.
In the last week of April 1945, Kallay was among those transported
to the village of San Vito/St. Veit, on the shore of Lake
Braies/Pragser Wildsee in South Tyrol. One convoy under the
command of SS-Obersturmführer Edgar Stiller was under orders to
kill all the prisoners if there was any chance of their being liberated.
The prisoners were able to make contact with the Wehrmacht
headquarters in Bozen, and a message was sent to a Wehrmacht unit
in Sexten under the command of Hauptmann Wichard von
Alvensleben, who decided to intervene to protect the hostages. On
April 30, the SS in the village faced encirclement by units of US
Fifth Army, and they decided to flee. The hostages were then
liberated, by advance units of US 42nd and 45th Infantry Divisions,
on the same day that the first 64 American troops reached the
Hauptlager, May 5.

6. The last mass inflow: the Jews from Hungary.
The Greek and the Hungarian Jews were the last major national
groups to be deported. They were marked for rapid extermination,
but with the Soviet overrunning of former Poland there was no
Vernichtungslager left in German hands. In that sense, Mauthausen
was moving up from its classification of KL Stufe Drei to that of a
veritable Vernichtungslager.75 The Hungarian Jews came in as the
very last big intake, although they were followed by those evacuated
from other camps. The plan to deport them was the work of Adolf
Eichmann, and it was in Mauthausen that he drew up the plan for the
round-up.
Eichmann had no particular connection with Mauthausen until
certain batches of Jewish prisoners in Poland began to be sent
westward in 1943. The first such groups arrived as early as April and
November of that year, and others in January and February 1944. It
was from within the Mauthausen SS garrison, on March 10, 1944,
that a special group of SS troops was formed, to be placed directly
under Eichmann’s command and known as Sonderkommando
Eichmann. Its mission was to deport Hungarian Jews, and as long as
Auschwitz was safe from the Soviet advance, that was their
destination. On March 19, Eichmann led this special action
commando to Budapest, and no fewer than 430,000 Hungarian Jews
were sent to their death.
In the course of this efflux, Eichmann visited Mauthausen in
May 1944, but the visit was in no way memorable. Whatever was
recorded did not survive; no SS on trial spoke of it, nor did any
surviving prisoners, and although Eichmann was part-Austrian with
a home in Linz, this visit to Mauthausen in May 1944 was probably
his first and last. In September of that year, Mauthausen received its
first large group of Hungarian Jews when some 8,000 were
transferred from Auschwitz, consisting of skilled workers for
employment in the ever more important weapons factories. These
75

The term Vernichtungslager was never abbreviated to VL, because the term was never used
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workers were at once dispatched to one or other of the three Gusen
Nebenlager, where the weapons factories (producing V1s and V2s)
were set up inside the mountains, impervious to Allied bombing.
In November 1944, Himmler, who was pursuing his own
secret agenda, suspended Eichmann’s operation. Eichmann was
appalled, and continued to work in Hungary against official orders.
Then, when Auschwitz became exposed to the Soviet advance, the
prisoners were evacuated westward en masse. Mauthausen was the
main recipient, at the same time that it was the main recipient of Jews
now arriving from Salonika and directly from Budapest. In January
1945 a convoy from Budapest included 60,000 Hungarian Jews. A
study, admittedly incomplete, of the death marches, shows a
mortality rate of 59 percent.76
Meanwhile in the Hauptlager, a new camp was set up for the
Hungarian Jews (and for others evacuated from the east) to the north
of the camp. It lay outside the camp perimeter and was guarded only
by wooden watchtowers. Known as the Zeltlager (Tent Camp), it
consisted of six huge tents, plus eight of smaller size. This camp was
in turn evacuated. In December 1944, 400 prisoners, under the
command of SS-Oberscharführer Heinrich Haeger, were sent to
Gunskirchen, near Wels, to construct a new camp.
In March 1945, the final evacuations were from Mauthausen
itself, and were like no other. The SS escorts themselves did not
understand the where or the wherefore. Some convoys made for
Gunskirchen. By that time, presumably because all the Jews in the
Zeltlager had been transferred to Gunskirchen or because there were
no Jews left alive, Ziereis ordered the demolition of the Tent Camp.
An Allied bomb, and perhaps more than one, landed at that time in
the area of the former camp, curiously sparing those inside the
fortress.77 In the empty field today, a wooden plaque marks the spot
where the Zeltlager once stood.
As for Eichmann, he left Budapest just in time to escape the
Soviet encirclement. In his “Confession”, published in English by
76
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Life magazine in December 1960, Eichmann spoke of the last months
of the war, stating that he left the city in his Mercedes on the
afternoon of December 24, 1944, accompanied by the last members
of the German police force.

7. Music at Mauthausen: the making of a symphony
orchestra
The role of music in Mauthausen must be examined in the larger
context of music in the Third Reich. This is not easy to define,
because of the confusion in the Reich itself as to what constituted
good (legitimate) and bad (illegitimate) music.78 It was never a
simple matter, as it was with literature and art. Modern art could be
replaced by Germanic neo-Classical kitsch. You could take it or
leave it. The artists suffered, but few others had to suffer.79 Music,
being socially pervasive as art is not, was in a different situation.
“Music is the art,” wrote Goebbels in his Ten Principles, “that stirs
the human soul [Gemüt] most deeply. The language of sound is
sometimes more effective than the word.”80 Goebbels was just as
much concerned about entartete Musik as he was about entartete
Kunst, and Paul Hindemith and other “builders of atonal noises"
were included in the ranks of the degenerate.81
Entartete Musik was thus banned, but it was not easy to define,
and for this reason could not easily be controlled. For the masses,
Goebbels wanted the popular, easy listening music known as
Schlager, but he was at pains to define its limits and well aware of
its limitations. Light music was obviously needed. It provided a
private refuge from the noise of war. In 1941 Goebbels stated that to
make war we need people to keep their good humor;
“discouragement does not win battles, light music is essential.”82 He
agreed that soldiers and workers “do not have the time to listen to
music that is long and difficult to follow, and even if they had, they
would not have the tranquility that is needed. In moments of pause
they need something easy, pleasant and relaxing, and while listening
it’s perfectly in order to tell a joke or beat time on a box. If people
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As a symbol of this confusion, in 1935 Pietro Mascagni, Kurt Furtwängler and Erich Kleiber
were mistakenly classified as Jewish. In the case of Kleiber, he had resigned from his post as
conductor of the Berlin Opera in protest against anti-Semitism and had already moved to Buenos
Aires.
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want bits of kitsch, allow it. Let us not hesitate to yield to the wishes
of the people.”83
At the same time, Goebbels recognized that music that was
soothing and entertaining was of little use in propaganda bulletins.
That viewpoint was challenged when Germany began to suffer
reverses in the field and air attacks at home. For propaganda to
continue to be effective, the lyrics that accompanied light music had
to be detached from reality.
Light music also had its complainers, who called it unworthy
of Nazi Germany.84 Goebbels listened to both sides. In 1941 he
admitted that the radio programs were kitsch and in no way
corresponded to the artistic ambitions of “the top musical people on
earth.” However, “If we privilege serious music, the other part of the
people will complain.”85
The “other part of the people” included the many among the young
who responded favorably to American music, including jazz. From
the beginning of the war, Germans had been forbidden to listen to
foreign radio stations, but not all Germans complied, which vexed
Goebbels, especially since foreign broadcasts were usually preceded
and accompanied by American light music and jazz. The official
attitude to jazz was to denounce it as “negro music, linked to Jewry
since the Jews have Negro blood, and linked through its use of
syncopation to sexual debauchery, resorting to the use of such unGerman instruments as the saxophone.”86 It nevertheless appealed
to youth in Germany as elsewhere because it was the incarnation of
the “modern,” with the result that it was never totally forbidden.87
Goebbels, in an editorial in his weekly Das Reich, wrote of the need
to include jazz in broadcasts because that was what the soldiers
wanted, at the same time that the term “jazz” was avoided in favor
of “dance music with strong rhythm.”88
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In classical music, Wagner and Bruckner were far more prominent than Bach or Mozart,
while Beethoven, being “universal” in his appeal, was treated with some caution. Beethoven
carried a risk.
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Light music did not always win official approval. The most
famous vocalist in Nazi Germany was the Swedish Zarah Leander,
whose songs melted the hearts of all whose hearts were still
malleable. Among these songs were “Davon geht die Welt nicht
unter” and “Zum einsamen Herzen,” the latter figuring in the 1942
film Die grosse Liebe in which she starred. It contains a line which
could appeal to anyone, especially the Nazis’ victims: “Ich weiss, es
wird einmal ein Wunder geschehen” (One day, I know, will bring a
miracle). More problematic was the even more popular song Lili
Marleen, which was first heard from Radio Belgrade in August 1941
by the Afrikakorps and promptly picked up and adopted by British
Eighth Army in Egypt, who gave it the opening line “Underneath the
lantern, by the barrack gate.” The song expresses the yearning of
the soldier dreaming of home and of returning to the love of his life.
It was emphatically not to the taste of Goebbels, who dismissed it as
morbid romance with a sentimental text and subsequently banned it
from German radio.
This being the reality of the state of music in Nazi Germany,
what music if any was to be found in the SS concentration camps?
Again, differences are to be found between period and period and
between camp and camp, but Eckhard John writes of its existence in
general as a matter that has long been subject to taboo.89 Survivors
in their memoirs simply avoided the matter, for fear that it could
make the horror seem less than it was. 90
For melophiles like Juan de Diego, the absence of music was
particular. At first, even conversation between prisoners was
forbidden, let alone singing. When singing and music were
introduced, it was for diabolical purpose. Songs were part of the
orchestrated humiliation of the prisoners who were forced to sing
their way into the camps. Primo Levi has shown how the SS set out,
before destroying their bodies, to destroy their souls: “Music was
their way of ridiculing and tormenting us…. Those songs have so
engraved themselves into our memories that they will be the last
thing we forget. They are the very voice of the Lager, the living
89
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Juan de Diego was one of the few survivors interviewed by the author for whom music
remained a pleasant memory.
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expression of its geometrical insanity, the resolve with which these
men went about destroying us.” 91 Indeed, when music was not
providing entertainment for the SS, or humiliation for the prisoners,
it was used as a tranquillizer or a mystifier for the Zugange
(incomers). Every Vernichtungslager had its own orchestra. Music
on entrance gave prisoners the sense that where there is music
nothing bad can happen, in tune with a German expression: “Wo man
singt, da lass’ dich ruhig nieder, böse Menschen haben keine
Lieder.”
A prisoner entering Mauthausen by the main gate could be
quickly disabused. The prisoner Joseph Drexel shows how prisoners
under punishment were ordered to sing, and he himself suffered the
celebrated torture at Mauthausen’s main gate, visible to all the work
details as they marched out of the camp in the morning and back
through the gate at night. He was tied with his arms behind his back
to the punishment post and then whipped, while forced to sing the
German hymn O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden until he lost
consciousness.92
Given the conditions at Mauthausen, it is remarkable that it
included a distinct musical world. In the early years of the camp,
public musical performances were almost entirely limited, as
elsewhere, to various forms of musical torture. A change came about
in August 1940 when the Lagerführer, Franz Ziereis, decided to
regale his high-ranking guests with some musical entertainment. He
turned to a German prisoner, a professional musician, and told him
to form a band, the first such musical group in KL-M.
The lucky prisoner was Wilhelm Heckmann, who was
currently working in the infamous quarry and was now transferred
to much lighter work, finishing up in the Disinfection unit and owing
his survival to the transfer. Born in Wellinghofen (Dortmund) in
1897 into a conservative and strongly patriotic family, he had
graduated from a conservatory in 1923 and had established a
reputation in the field of light music. He was endowed with a fine
well-trained tenor voice and was an accomplished pianist and
91
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accordionist. In August 1937 he had been arrested by the Gestapo
in Passau under paragraph 175 of the criminal code that outlawed
homosexuality. Sent initially to Dachau, he was transferred on
September 27, 1939 to Mauthausen, and thus the granite quarry.
Heckmann thus founded a trio, and from that time on he
enjoyed a direct and most unusual contact with Ziereis. The trio’s
first performances were in the SS
recreational hall where they played a
variety of musical styles before the
Lagerführer and his entourage. The trio
became the so-called Zigeunerkapelle,
consisting now of two Roma and Sinti
violinists and two accordionists, these
being Heckmann and another German
musician, Georg Streitwolf. This band,
that grew into an octet, played at other
functions, and Heckmann’s nephew attests that it performed to
celebrate the birthdays of certain Kapos and inside the SS brothel. 93
The band’s most memorable performance, however, was that on July
30, 1942, on the occasion of the hanging of Hans Bonarewitz, an
Austrian prisoner who had escaped from the camp only to be
recaptured three weeks later. In this celebrated photograph,
Heckmann marches in the center of the front row playing the small
accordion.94
It should not be overlooked that the musical groups were on
constant call. The SS might summon them at any hour of the day or
night and expect them to play whatever they wished to hear, from
operettas to popular songs. It was concerts on order. The advantages
of being selected for a musical ensemble are nevertheless obvious.
They were transferred from the labor units, where death was
probable, to units where the work was certainly less arduous. Even
if they found little improvement in the food, they enjoyed a certain
protection.
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Streitwolf may well have played the accordion as well as forming and conducting the camp
orchestra, but on the occasion of the execution of Hans, the SS no doubt seized the chance to
humiliate him by ordering him to haul the tumbril.
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As the Third Reich careened to its end, the SS went berserk.
Even women from the Mauthausen and Gusen brothels, 18 or 19 in
number (hence, virtually all) were incorporated in March 1945 into
a women's Waffen-SS unit.95 So too were actors and singers in the
theatres in Linz.96 They were employed not in combat but as camp
guards for the women prisoners, or in various offices, wearing the
smart uniform of the SS Helferinnen. At the same time, among the
prisoners, many of the German and Austrian Green-triangles in
Mauthausen, and even some Polish Green-triangles, were
incorporated, willy-nilly, into SS units, and sent into combat on the
Eastern front. By that time the Eastern front was on the near side of
Vienna. Heckmann was one of the prisoners who found himself
wearing SS uniform, but he survived.97
Less known to the world than Wilhelm Heckmann is Georg
Streitwolf, who was the primary instrument in the building of
Mauthausen’s concert orchestra. Streitwolf was a German BV
(befristete Vorbeugungsschaft), who was not a Communist and
whose crime hardly warranted his being given the green triangle of
hardened criminals.

MARŠÁLEK 1995 p. 339, based on an official document. It should be added that the
prostitutes were drawn from the prisoners’ brothel, and not from the SS brothel, and for a good
reason. If the SS were to recognize the prostitutes who had served them, now arrayed attractively
in SS uniform, it would have shattered what was left of their morale.
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FRG Government for compensation for his detention in Dachau and Mauthausen. In 1960 his
application was finally considered, only to be rejected with the remark that he had been
imprisoned only as a homosexual under crimes against paragraph 175 of the existing Penal
Code. No restitution was allowed. Heckmann lived on, to the age of 98, dying in Wuppertal on
March 10, 1995. He was among those survivors who in their freedom spoke hardly once of their
experiences. His closest relative was his half-sister, but to investigators she had virtually nothing
to pass on.
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THE ESCAPE AND FATE OF HANS BONAREWITZ

Hans Bonarewitz and the box in which he escaped.

The circus parade prior to the hanging of Bonarewitz, July 29, 1942: Hans in his
box, led by the gypsy band. The symphony orchestra conductor Georg Streitwolf
(tall with white hair), can be seen as one of the two pulling the tumbril.
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The execution of Hans Bonarewitz, July 29, 1942. Above, the gypsy band
preceding the tumbril carrying Bonarewitz. Georg Streitwolf, the conductor of
the camp’s symphony orchestra, is drawing the cart with his right arm.
Below, leading the band is Karl (“the Kapellmeister”) Maierhofer. To the left,
his head turned toward the camera, is Juan de Diego. To his left is Casimir
Climent Sarrión.
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Some attribute the creation of the camp orchestra to an order
from Himmler, at the time of his second visit in April 1941. Others
attribute it to Ziereis himself, who allegedly thought that Mauthausen “needed” a concert orchestra. The order was passed on to SSHauptscharführer Johann Ullmann, who was in command of the
Poststelle and who was known to be a music-lover. The survivor
Hans Maršálek reports that the orchestra came into being in October
1942, in the same month that the Zigeunerkapelle was disbanded.98
Ullmann had already arranged for Georg Streitwolf to be assigned to
his unit, where he joined seven other prisoners and became the unit’s
Kapo in 1944.99 As Kapo, Streitwolf delivered and collected the
camp mail, and in the Lagerschreibstube he had a table opposite that
of Juan de Diego (Dritte Lagerschreiber). Given the task of
assembling the group, and helped by Heckmann, Streitwolf
succeeded admirably.100 With the arrival in spring 1944 of twenty
musicians from the Warsaw Philharmonic, Streitwolf’s orchestra
reached a total of eighty musicians, drawn from a variety of
European orchestras and opera houses, and was able to perform
complete orchestral works.101 The music they played was at first the
choice of the SS, but this was later left to the prisoner-conductor.
Details on the members of the orchestra are few. Among the players
was a certain Rumbauer who served as first violin, Hans Vey (who
worked in the Erkennungsdienst), and two Spaniards: the violinist
Bovet and the flautist and clarinetist Antonio Terres Gómez (“el
musico”).
Antonio Terres can be identified. Born in Alicante, Terres had
served in France with the 59th company of Travailleurs espagnols
and was taken prisoner in June 1940 in operations around Dunkirk.
Sent to Stalag XIIIA (Hohenfels Oberpfalz), then to VIIA
(Moosburg), he was transferred to Mauthausen on August 9, 1940.
He arrived still carrying his clarinet, which he had to deposit in the
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Effektenkammer, but a friend, presumably Spanish, working in that
unit was able to locate and keep aside his
instrument. Having no skill recognized as skill
by the SS, he was assigned to the quarry, where
he managed to survive until the moment
Streitwolf heard of his talent. Streitwolf was
able to rescue him and have him reassigned to
the Kitchen Kommando where he was given the
enviable post of potato peeler. Terres
thus survived.102
Antonio Terres
While the orchestral concerts were a pleasure available only
to the Prominenten and Kapos, certain accounts attest to the
formation of smaller musical groups that arranged small concerts, or
toured the blocks. Beginning in the summer of 1943, groups of
prisoners organized cultural gatherings of poetry and song. The same
year saw the creation of a 25-man Czech chorus, and a small
orchestra conducted by the Czechoslovak
Jaroslav Tobiašek, a block barber. There are
similar accounts of groups singing Czech
resistance songs in the blocks and even,
spontaneously, on the Appellplatz; of Czech
musicians who would sometimes visit sick
prisoners, and play individually for
prisoners’ birthdays. Among them was
Bohumil Bardon (“Hurvinek”) from Moravia
Ostrau, who was a guitarist and street singer. Bohumil Bardon
There was an international group of musicians that formed a
small jazz band in the summer of 1944, as well as a string quartet
made up of members of the camp orchestra. In addition, several
songs were composed by prisoners in the camp, with lyrics
understandably morose.
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After the liberation and his return to France, Terres met Isabel Sánchez, whose Spanish
family had migrated to France in 1925. They married and opened a café restaurant in Ivry; it
became a social center for Spanish refugees who would meet on Sundays to enjoy musical
entertainment. As for his life in Mauthausen, he said very little, to Isabel or anyone else. Indeed,
up to his death in Paris in 2006, it was said he had driven out of his head all memories of the
past.
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Gusen and Ebensee, the largest of Mauthausen’s Nebenlager,
also had their orchestras. In Gusen, the orchestra was formed in 1942
and conducted by Heinrich Lutterbach, a Jehovah’s Witness from
Munich who had arrived in 1941. The majority of the musicians in
Gusen were Poles, who formed a Polish choir, while two Polish
composers (Lubomir Szopinski and Gracjan Guzinski) wrote several
orchestral pieces, notably the Hymn of the Gusener and the March of
the Gusener. The Belgian Communist René Gillis also composed a
number of orchestral pieces in Gusen.103
In the Hauptlager, following the liberation of the camp, the
first ten days were marked by an explosion of music. Between May
5 and May 15, concerts took place several times a day, with the
national hymns of the various contingents very much in evidence.
On the last night, the orchestra played a tribute to the dead, with
excerpts from Beethoven’s Eroica.104
Mauthausen continued to inspire compositions after the war.
One of the best-known pieces is the Mauthausen Trilogy by the
Greek composer Mikis Theodorakis, based on
poems by his fellow-prisoner and compatriot, the
dramatist Iacovos Kambanellis, who was
interviewed in Athens by the present author. The
musical score went on to become popular in
Israel, and has been used by associations promoIacovos Kambanellis
ting peace and international co-operation.
The fact that Mauthausen produced an orchestra offered
Mariano Constante Campo another chance to produce one of his
famous fables. In a chapter in a published work, Constante, coyly
signing his name “M. C. C.”, tells the story of Ángel Sánchez “el
Juaco”, a carpenter from the Asturias employed in the carpenters’
unit. “El Juaco” had had musical training, and in the carpenters’
shop he surreptitiously set to work to produce musical instruments,
beginning with a guitar. Strings for the instruments were found by

MARŠÁLEK 1995 p. 318.
Juan de Diego attested to this, speaking of Beethoven to the present author with tears welling
in his eyes.
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Spanish prisoners working in the Effektenkammer, and in time an
orchestra came into being.105
Constante’s account led to something even more imaginative.
Jacques Fernández, the son of the Mauthausen prisoner José
Fernández, “unearthed” a manuscript written by the deceased Luis
García Manzano, a friend of his father José. The manuscript carried
the original account to new heights, describing orchestral rehearsals
at night (with the approval of Lagerführer Ziereis and held near the
crematoria), culminating in a concert given in front of the SS at
Christmas 1943. This was followed on July 14, 1944 by a rendering
of the Marseillaise! Astoundingly, Fernández’s account was
sufficient to win the attention of a highly reputable publisher, Privat
of Toulouse, which produced it in 2013 in a bilingual edition
(French-Spanish). It is curious that the same publisher had earlier
published a totally different account, one written by the present
author, who describes in this French edition how a professional
orchestra was indeed formed in Mauthausen, under a professional
conductor who obtained the agreement of the SS for the musicians
to draw their instruments from the Effektenkammer or to write home
for them. These, together with musical scores, were then sent to the
camp.
A recital by the camp
orchestra, May 16,
1945.
Photo: Boix
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ADDENDUM: Entartene Kunst
The total number of artworks seized by the Gestapo from German
museums exceeded 20,000. They included Paul Klee’s
Sumpflegende, which was then shown in Munich's 1937 Exhibition
of Degenerate Art, under the caption: “Product of the confusion and
disorder of a mentally sick person.” Only four dealers were permitted
to purchase the artworks; among these was Cornelius Gurlitt, who
bought it.
A curious parallel to this censorship surfaced eighty years later
within a democratic society. The prisoners held in the US
Guantánamo Bay military prison in Cuba, numbering 41 in 2018,
enjoy a single form of therapy. Without it, some or all could turn
insane. That therapy consists of working in art forms, and the US
authorities provide a professional artist who gives art classes, in
graphics and in sculpture. The favorite subject chosen by the
prisoners is the sea. The camp is only yards away from the Caribbean
shore, and the sea has become their symbol of freedom. For years
they have heard and smelt it, but only once since 2001, and for only
four days, did they ever see it. The occasion was the approach of a
hurricane, when the guards took down the carps that cover the
fences. This enabled the prisoners to cast their eyes on the sea.
Among the paintings and sculptures produced were 36 that their
eight creators sent out of the camp to their lawyers. These artworks
were then put on display in mid-2017 in an exhibition entitled “Ode
to the Sea” at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice in Manhattan.
One of these, Shipwrecked Boat, was painted by Djamal Ameziane
in 2017.
The Pentagon found it intolerable, and intervened. An order
was issued that was duly reported on November 24, 2017 in the
Miami Herald: "The artwork will no longer leave prison confines. It
is now US government property and can now be legally destroyed."
It later announced: "No article by current prisoners in Guantánamo
can be sold. The US military intends to burn the artworks."
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The statement was quickly denounced as an irrational exercise
of absolute power. Erin L. Thomson, an assistant professor of Art
Crime at John Jay College, who had served as co-curator of the
exhibition in Manhattan, saw it for what it was, both petty and utterly
cruel.106 To crush the spirit of a man, she reminded us, it is enough
to destroy what he has created. Entartene Kunst was alive again, and
its hounds were now in the Pentagon. It can be countered that the
prisoners of Guantánamo include some of the most savage criminals
in all of history, but the fact remains that more than one of them was
found to be innocent and not one of them has been found guilty in a
civil court.
To sum up, the Nazi authorities confiscated artworks that they
despised, and then sold or destroyed them. The US authorities in
Guantánamo allow artworks to be created, and then, without holding,
forming or seeking an appraisal of their artistic merit, confiscate
them and order their destruction. The first in a totalitarian setting, the
second in a democratic society.

Djamel Ameziane, Shipwrecked Boat (2011)
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8. Austria post-war: The Waldheim Affair
Austria was Nazi Germany's first victim (it is said). Austria was Nazi
Germany's first ally (it is also said). Relative to population (it is
found), more Austrians than Germans entered the Nazi Party, and
more Austrians than Germans (it is also found) volunteered for the
SS.107
And then there was the disease known as Waldheimer's, the
breakdown of the memory cells, the inability to remember, however
hard one tried. This was the affliction suffered by a man who rose in
the ranks of the Austrian diplomatic corps to become the Austrian
Foreign Minister, then the Secretary General of the United Nations,
and finally the President of Austria. Nothing that was known about
him stood in his way.
In the decade that followed the Second World War, Austria
had been divided into four zones of occupation that corresponded to
the lines of the Allied invasions: the Soviets from the east, the British
from the south, the Americans (with French contingents) from the
northwest. Each of the four Allied countries had its Zone, as in
Germany, and each had its Sector in Vienna, as in Berlin. In 1955
Austria recovered its independence, and from that time on, all further
trials of war criminals were conducted in accordance with Austrian
jurisprudence. Austria had its major war criminals, of whom
Kaltenbrunner, Eigruber and Eichmann were the most notorious.
The very minor case of the Austrian Kurt Waldheim might never
have caught the attention of the world had he not run for election as
President of Austria.
As early as 1948, the United Nations War Crimes Commission
listed Kurt Waldheim as an “A” suspect, the most serious category,
for his work in Yugoslavia as a Wehrmacht officer during the Second
World War. The US representative voted in favor of taking action,
107
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but the case disappeared. No government applied pressure to bring
Waldheim to account, or even revealed his known involvement. The
Soviets, usually so insistent, did nothing, and neither did Tito, in
whose territory the crimes were allegedly committed. The CIA was
informed but said nothing, and in 1952 the United States turned out
a sanitized biography, with no mention of the US vote in 1948.
Waldheim thus rose through the diplomatic ranks of the Austrian
diplomatic service to become Foreign Minister (January 19, 1968April 21, 1970). Even when Waldheim became
a candidate for the post of U.N. SecretaryGeneral, the CIA said nothing, nor has it
revealed since then the reasons for its silence.
Waldheim was thus elected UN SecretaryGeneral in 1971 and reelected in 1976. In
1981, he hoped that he would be allowed to run
for a third term. The motion in the UN Security
Council garnered the support of both the United States and the Soviet
Union, but China cast its veto.108
After Waldheim left the United Nations in 1981, he served for
two years, from 1982 to 1984, as Distinguished Visiting Professor of
Diplomacy at Georgetown University. In 1985 he launched his bid
for the presidency of Austria. It was only after Waldheim had left the
U.N. and ran for President that his wartime service became widely
known.
In his run for the presidency, Waldheim accepted the
invitation in early 1985 from the Österreichische Volkspartei (ÖVP)
to campaign as its candidate. It was only then that Waldheim joined
the party. In the absence of investigation by governments, journalists
and historians had taken up the slack. So had members of the World
Jewish Congress, notably its general counsel Eli M. Rosenbaum,109
whose exposure in 1986 of Waldheim’s Nazi background, including
a photograph showing Waldheim in a group of Axis officers, caused
a worldwide sensation.
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The background of Waldheim that emerged had little to do
with the narrative that he had submitted to the United Nations in his
application for the post of SecretaryGeneral. Born in 1918, he responded
to the Anschluss of March 1938 by
joining the National Socialist German
Students League, and a year later
joined the mounted unit of the Sturm
Abteilung (the Brownshirts). Enrolled
in early 1941 in the Wehrmacht, he
was sent as a lieutenant in military
intelligence (Ic) to the Eastern front
where he was wounded in December
of that year. He had first claimed that
his military career ended at that point.
He then stated that he was “unfit for combat” and that he could serve
afterwards only as a German-Italian interpreter and a supply officer.
He was assigned in fact to Army Group E under Generaloberst
Alexander Löhr, known as “the Butcher of the Balkans.”110 Under
that command Waldheim held more than one position, but in the
period 1942-1944 he served when thousands of Yugoslav Partisans
and civilians were executed and thousands of Greek Jews, especially
in Salonika, were rounded up and transported through Yugoslavia to
SS camps, notably KL-Mauthausen.111
Leutnant Waldheim arrived in Sarajevo on May 24, 1942, and
on May 30 he was assigned to Kampfgruppe Westbosnie, a joint
German-Croatian unit based in Banja Luka and equal in strength to
a division. This Kampfgruppe answered to General der Artillerie
Paul Bader, military commander in Serbia, but it also followed
orders received from the HSSPF General August Edler von
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Löhr was born in Romania in 1885 to a Jewish mother. He served in the Austrian Air Force
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Meyszner.112 Waldheim served as a junior supply officer (02
quartermaster section). Apart from the mundane duties of food
supplies and troop billeting, he was responsible for the keeping of a
war diary, consisting of an operations report and a situation report.
Waldheim was thus informed about the aims and combat methods of
Kampfgruppe Westbosnie. Between 1942 and 1944 three operations
were conducted in the area of the Kozara mountains. Generalleutnant
Friedrich Stahl, as head of 714 Infantry Division, was given
command.113 Waldheim’s initials on Wehrmacht documents, and the
medals and commendations he received, show that he took part in
Operation Kozara 2, in the course of which atrocities were
committed in Arsali, Kosovska, Mitrovica and Sarajevo.114
Waldheim’s military career ended when he surrendered to British
forces in Carinthia in 1945.
On March 3, 1986, the Vienna weekly Profil, Austria’s most
respected news magazine, in an exposé by Hubertus Czernin,
became the first to publish Waldheim’s wartime record. The
magazine followed this up on March 9 by interviewing the director
of the World Jewish Council (WJC), Elan Steinberg, and its
secretary-general Israel Singer. Steinberg warned that if Waldheim
was elected, anyone travelling abroad on an Austrian passport would
be under suspicion. This was followed in April of that year by a WJC
conference held in Geneva under the chairmanship of Israel Singer.
At the conference Kalman Sultanik, vice-president of the WJC,
launched a double accusation: “Waldheim, who deported Jews to the
gas chambers, is supported and defended by the eminent Jew Simon
Wiesenthal.”115 Sultanik offered no evidence for either charge. When
Paul Crosz, who had just succeeded Dr Ivan Hacker as president of
the Vienna Jewish Congregation (Israelitischen Kultusgemeinde,
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IKG), asked for the floor, Singer announced that the debate was
closed.
Waldheim did not lack for supporters. Among them was
President Rudolf Kirchschläger (a former judge) and the former
Chancellor Dr Bruno Kreisky, who accused the United States on
March 25, 1986 of “wanting to settle old scores with Waldheim.”
Waldheim could campaign at ease. On April 30, Waldheim spoke in
Völkermarkt, in the Nazi heartland of Carinthia: “The accusations
are inventions. Nothing in them is true. We were not doing anything
but our duty as decent soldiers. So I see all this very coolly.” Further
support came from the Soviet Government. On June 8, 1986, the
Tass agency denounced Washington and “Zionist circles” for
waging “personal hostile attacks against Waldheim, who was a man
who worked for peace as secretary-general of the United Nations.”
The Washington Post responded on June 11, 1986. “A
majority of Austrians do not want to hear about the past and do not
care to go into the dark questions of responsibility for the terrible
events of the war years.… Mr Waldheim is, unfortunately, a liar. He
led the world to understand that, after being wounded, he had left the
Army and spent the rest of the war quietly studying law in Vienna….
President Waldheim will remain an unwelcome symbol of Austria’s
least attractive side: a refusal to look back into the recent past, out of
fear of the truths that may be found there.”
Waldheim’s loose response, “Who can remember everything
from the war period?” drew mockery from The New York Times,
whose editorial on the same June 11 invoked the call of Richard von
Weizsäcker, when President of the Federal Republic of Germany:
“Anyone who closes his eyes to the past is blind to the present.
Whoever refuses to remember the inhumanity is prone to new risks
of infection.”
None of the factual disclosures harmed Waldheim in his quest
for the post of President of Austria, and the reasons for that soon
became apparent.
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The accusations and insinuations had two results. First, the
insinuation by Eli Rosenbaum, endorsed by Edgar M. Bronfman,
president of the WJC from 1979 to 2007, to the effect that Austria
bore a collective and inherited guilt led to a protest by the Austrian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Rosenbaum had made his remarks as an
official of the U.S. Justice Department, and Austria thus considered
itself unjustly accused by an official agency.
Second, the accusations incited a nationalist backlash of antiSemitism that gave Waldheim a surprising landslide victory: he
received half a million more votes than any previous winning
candidate in an Austrian presidential election. It was made clear that
an important segment of the voters had voted not so much in favor
of Waldheim as in opposition to the interference of the WJC. Paul
Crosz, as president of the Vienna Jewish Congregation, had to
apologize repeatedly to the Austrian people for the statements made
by certain members of the WJC.
All together, such statements had the exactly opposite result
to what the WJC intended, and Simon Wiesenthal asserted that the
WJC had achieved nothing except to undo years of patient work
aimed at reconciling young Austrians and Jews. The result of the
WJC indictment of the entire Austrian people, as Wiesenthal
reported it, was for non-Jews in Austria to say, once again: “Are the
Jews really what is said about them?” His message to the WJC was
terse: “They should have thought of us, the Jews of Austria. But our
predicament was of no interest to them.” Dr Ivan Hacker, the former
president of the Vienna Jewish Congregation, tried desperately to get
the WJC spokesmen to back down, but to no avail. Wiesenthal
telephoned Singer to complain. “How many Jews are there in
Austria?” Singer asked him. “10,000,” replied Wiesenthal. “All you
have to do,” responded Singer, “is emigrate.”116
Waldheim entered office as President on July 8, 1986. He
continued to dismiss the uproar as “an artificial media campaign,”
116
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but on October 29 of that year he was forced to concede, through his
spokesman Gerold Christian, that he had indeed been connected with
the Nazi unit Kampfgruppe West Bosnie that had carried out a
massacre of Yugoslav civilians in 1942 in the Kozara area. He
insisted, however, that he had not taken part in the action, which
consisted of machine-gunning to death a large number of peasants,
men, women and children. Christian could not explain why President
Waldheim could not previously recall his participation in the unit.
Rosenbaum of the WJC responded: “Waldheim has flip-flopped so
many times that he lost his credibility on everything relating to
wartime atrocities eons ago. The man obviously has no shame, and I
only wonder how many different stories he feels he can come up
with.”117
Meanwhile in 1986-1987, the US Government was running its
own investigation, and on April 27, 1986, Attorney General Edwin
Meese 3rd announced the decision taken by President Ronald
Reagan to ban Waldheim from entering the United States as a private
citizen, on the grounds that Waldheim was complicit in the perpetration of Nazi war crimes, even if he did not commit them himself.
One of the factors mentioned in the edict was Waldheim’s
complicity in turning over Allied prisoners of war to the SS. The
Meese Report (as it became known) was not released until March
1994, but enough was made public. The Washington Post responded
to the ban: “The Reagan administration has kept faith with the best
in the American tradition…. The election of Waldheim says
something infinitely sorrowful about Austria.”118
Canada and Israel issued similar edicts, while several other
countries expressed a reluctance to host him on state visits. The bans
were an unprecedented humiliation for the head of state of a friendly
democratic nation. Only the Vatican and Arab states showed a
readiness to receive him. The USSR sided with Waldheim, whom
they called “merely a low-level interpreter in the German Army,”
and it called the US action “unfriendly.”119 Helmut Kohl, Chancellor
Richard L. Berke, in Berne, “Waldheim admits role in Nazi unit,” The New York Times,
October 30, 1986.
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of the Federal Republic of Germany, also rallied to Waldheim’s
defense, praising Waldheim as “a great patriot.”120 On August 28,
1987, Waldheim found a moment to visit Mauthausen, where he laid
a wreath and left with the words: “It is our duty to ensure that such a
tragedy will never be repeated.” For Waldheim it was a tragedy, not
a place of horror and unsurpassed atrocity.
In December of that year, Waldheim agreed to be interviewed
by Ferdinand Protzman, the editor in chief of Profil. In the interview
he denied all knowledge of the reprisal measures taken against the
Partisans, Protzman pointed out that he, Waldheim, had to write
twice-daily summaries of intelligence reports and sign each one at
bottom left as witness to their accuracy. Waldheim replied, “I only
did my duty.” This remark incited Peter Michael Lingens, the
publisher of Profil, to say: “That comment finished it off for me
personally. That was what Friedrich Peter said, after serving in
Russia in an Einsatzgruppe.” Protzman added, “We are living in
what amounts to a land of total amnesty. There have been no trials
since 1975. Several hundred cases involving murder charges have
been dropped since 1971.”121
Still defiant, Waldheim in January 1988 could point to new
support, a 299-page “white paper” which had been prepared on his
behalf by Foreign Ministry officials, notably Ralph Scheide, a
Waldheim aide. Under the title Kurt Waldheim’s Wartime Years: A
Documentation, it asserted that all charges against him had been
proven false. It further explained that if Waldheim had dropped all
mention of his Balkans service from the 278-page English-language
edition of his 1985 autobiography, In the Eye of the Storm: A
Memoir, it was only to meet space requirements.122
Far less supportive of Waldheim was the 202-page report
issued in February 1988 by a panel of six military historians
commissioned by the Austrian Government to review Waldheim’s
war service. The panel, comprising four Europeans, one American
and one Israeli, was headed by Hans Rudolf Kurz, from Switzerland.
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Its report, handed to the Socialist Chancellor Franz Vranitzky,
produced no evidence that Waldheim was personally guilty of war
crimes but it made the following points;

- Despite his low rank, Waldheim was much more than just a
second-rate administrative officer. As an intelligence officer,
his knowledge of developments included not only tactical,
strategic and administrative orders, but in some cases acts and
measures in contradiction with the laws of war and the tenets
of humanity.
- He knew of, and repeatedly went along with, terrible atrocities
by the Wehrmacht unit in which he served, and thereby made
it easier for them to be carried out.
- That included knowledge about the deportation of some
60,000 Jews from Salonika and their subsequent killing.
The historians made a further point. While the reports signed by
Waldheim carried a bottom-left-hand-margin in which to vouch for
their accuracy, they also carried a bottom-right-hand margin to allow
for expressions of Approval or Disapproval. They found no single
instance in which Waldheim raised an objection, protested, or took
measures against a wrong that he undoubtedly recognized as such. If
he expressed no opposition, other officers in his position at the time
did indeed express their own, and did so without incurring
punishment. Waldheim, ran the conclusion, “cooperated repeatedly
with illegal procedures, and the Commission therefore cannot accept
his excuse that, as a soldier, he was unconditionally obliged to do his
duty.”123
When asked in the aftermath of this if he intended to stay on
as President, Waldheim appeared amazed at the question. “Knowledge cannot be considered a crime,” he retorted, and in his refusal
to step down, and in his hope of riding out the storm, he still enjoyed
the support of Alois Mock, his Vice Chancellor and Foreign
Minister.
It was only now that Simon Wiesenthal intervened. On
February 9, 1988, interviewed on Austrian TV, Wiesenthal called on
123
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the President to resign for having lied and for proving himself
unworthy to serve in the office of the Presidency. The honor of
Austria, he said, demanded no less. Every week thousands now
gathered in Vienna’s Stefansplatz demanding the President’s
resignation, and his popularity fell below 40 percent.
Bruno Kreisky joined in the cry: “It’s not good for a country,”
he said, “if its highest representative is someone who does not speak
the truth.”124 It was in fact a key moment: coming up was the 50th
anniversary of the Anschluss, with March 12 marking Hitler’s arrival
in Austria and March 14 his entry into Vienna, and the recollection
of 78,000 Austrians, in Vienna alone, under arrest within days.
Waldheim saw the need for an apology, and he apologized, on
national television on March 10, 1988. Pledging to work for better
public morality, he urged older Austrians to tell the truth about the
past. “We must overcome a crisis of confidence in Austria. Although
Austria was the first victim [sic] of Hitler, some Austrians were
guilty of committing Nazi crimes. I should like to apologize as head
of state.”
Waldheim now found some comfort in the five-day visit to
Austria of Pope John-Paul II, beginning on June 23, 1988. His arrival
fell on the same day that Helmut Zilk, the Socialist Mayor of Vienna,
addressed a crowd of 15,000 people gathered in front of the City
Hall, recalling the number of Viennese killed by the Nazis.125
Mauthausen was high on the Pope’s agenda, and he visited the camp
on his second day. It is hard, however, for a statesman to speak at
Mauthausen (or Auschwitz) and say something memorable, as
Waldheim and the Pope discovered.
On July 17, 1989, Austria applied for membership in the
European Economic Community. Edgar Bronfman flew to Brussels
to protest against Austria’s admission, but the work of his colleagues
in the WJC frustrated the move. Waldheim’s popularity again
climbed back to above 50 percent, even while the censure never
stopped. At the Salzburg Musical Festival in 1990, the keynote
speech was given by Vaclav Havel, President of the Czech Republic.
Waldheim was in the audience when Havel spoke of the importance
124
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of truth, in these words: “If we cannot be truthful about the past, we
cannot be truthful about the present.” In June 1992, Elie Wiesel
spoke to a crowd of 60,000 from the balcony from which Hitler in
March 1938 had proclaimed Austria’s annexation. “You are telling
the older generation that you want to live in truth,” he said.126 This
drew rebuke from the right-wing Neue Kronen Zeitung, Austria’s
largest tabloid, for seeking to rekindle the Waldheim debate. Despite
this, in 1992 Austria passed a law making it a crime “to deny, grossly
minimize, praise or justify” National Socialist crimes.
Waldheim finally bowed to the storm, removing himself from
the presidential election of 1992. “He should have resigned at the
start,” wrote Wiesenthal, “and save the honor of Austria. Instead, he
chose to live with the lie.”127
On the completion of his term of office, on July 8, 1992,
Waldheim moved into retirement. It was to be no easy retirement.
The “Meese Report” of the US Department
of Justice, 204 pages in length and so long
withheld, was finally released in March
1994. Its principal author was Neal M. Sher,
former director of the Justice Department’s
Office of Special Investigations. It showed
that Waldheim provided the intelligence
information and logistical support that enabled others to commit
atrocities, and that he carried out his assignment so efficiently that
he garnered praise, trust and promotions from his Nazi superiors.
“After his injury Mr Waldheim occupied positions of increasing
responsibility and sensitivity, for which he was decorated, in regions
where notoriously brutal actions were undertaken by the Nazi forces
in which he served…. Mr Waldheim did not disclose his service in
the Balkans because he knew precisely what occurred in that
campaign and the revelations could prove to be most damaging.” The
report also examined Waldheim’s defense against these charges and
found them “duplicitous and unconvincing.” Thomas Lippman
commented in The Washington Post: “The report that emerges is that
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of a canny and amoral functionary who went out of his way to
sacrifice innocent victims on the altar of his ambition.”128
Waldheim’s reaction was predictable. He had already voiced
his opinion, at the outset in 1987, when he told Barry James of The
International Herald Tribune that his conscience was clear. The
document was “grotesque, dismaying and incomprehensible.”129
Now in 1994, the response he gave to the APA news agency was the
same. “The report’s claims,” he said, “are not backed by the
evidence. The document consists of exactly the same collection of
allegations that have been dismissed by three historical commissions
as distortions and falsifications.”130
Not so, replied the historian Robert Herzstein, professor of
history at the University of South Carolina. He had played a crucial
role in uncovering Waldheim’s Nazi past131 and reached this
conclusion.
Waldheim did not, in fact, order, incite or personally commit
what is commonly called a war crime, but this non-guilt must
not be confused with innocence. The fact that Waldheim
played a significant role in military units that unquestionably
committed war crimes makes him at the very best morally
complicit in those crimes…. Waldheim was clearly not a
psychopath like Dr Josef Mengele nor a hate-filled racist like
Adolf Hitler. His very ordinariness, in fact, must be the most
important thing about him. For if history teaches us anything,
it is that the Hitlers and the Mengeles could never have
accomplished their atrocious deeds by themselves. It took
hundreds of thousands of ordinary men—well-meaning but
ambitious men like Kurt Waldheim—to make the Third Reich
possible.132
Wiesenthal was in tune with Herzstein. He explained his method and
its difference from that of Steinberg and Singer. “I am accustomed
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to making my investigations first, and then my accusations. The
WJC works the other way around. First it accuses, then it goes
looking for proof.”133
Shortly after the interview in Profil in which President
Waldheim had denied all knowledge of the reprisal measures taken
against the Partisans, Waldheim stated that he had learnt about the
deportation of the Jews from Thessalonica only by reading about it
in the newspapers. Simon Wiesenthal replied that Waldheim, with
that statement, had indeed lost all credibility. Waldheim responded
by telephoning Wiesenthal. Wiesenthal pointed out to him that the
Jews in Salonika made up about one-third of the population. Since
Waldheim had been in that city on several occasions, Wiesenthal put
the question:
- Did you not notice the closed shops, the groups of people
under escort in the streets, the despair on the faces of the
people?
- No, I never saw any of that.
Wiesenthal turned to the deportations of the Greek Jews. They
went on for six weeks, every other day, with 2,000 transported to
death camps in each convoy: a total of over 40,000 Greek Jews. The
interchange ran as follows:
- Believe me, I knew nothing about the deportation of the
Jews.
- You were often in the officers’ mess. None of the officers
spoke of it?
- No, never.134
The Meese Report of March 1994 served as the final
judgment, but comfort of a sort came to Waldheim three months later
in the form of an invitation from Pope John-Paul II to report to the
Vatican Embassy in Vienna to receive a papal knighthood.
Normally, the ceremony would take place in Rome, and the award
would be conferred by the Pope in person, but Waldheim was more
than happy to receive it from the Papal Nuncio, Archbishop Donato
133
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Squicciarini, who duly inducted him into the Ordine Piano, an honor
established by Pius IX in 1847. The ceremony on July 6, 1994 was
so discreet that it was virtually kept a secret. Neither the Vatican nor
Waldheim made any comment on the knighthood, and it is clear that
the Vatican feared the publicity while still wanting to clear
Waldheim from his dishonor. “The Pope turns no sinner away,” was
how the ceremony sounded. It sounded differently to others. Robert
Goldmann, the European representative of the Anti-Defamation
League, said the league condemned the award “in the strongest
terms.”135 In The New York Times, A.M. Rosenthal called it “one of
the more callous personal decisions made by a respected world
leader. It is contemptuous of historical reality. It is insulting to the
opinions and emotions of the living and to the memory of the dead,
Forgiveness, shouldn’t that come after contrition? Why did the Pope
do it? It could have been simply arrogance. He wanted it, so he did
it.… What the Pope did is staggering. He honored the one man who
had come to be known throughout the world as a symbol of the
unpunished witness.”136 As if in reply, the Vatican proceeded one
week later to honor Waldheim’s wife Elisabeth, who received from
the same Papal Nuncio the Pro Ecclesia et Pontifici Cross.137
In much of the press, the knighting of Kurt Waldheim by the
Vatican was seen as a symbolic exoneration. Few approved of it, and
Richard Cohen wrote: “Waldheim has conducted himself ever since
his election as if he had nothing to be ashamed of. He is the
personification of the nonentity without whom the Holocaust, not to
mention the massacres of other peoples, would have been
impossible…. He wore the uniform of the German Army, but he was
essentially clad in the garb of moral indifference. Had the Nazis
triumphed, so would he have. When they lost, he made sure he did
not. He shed his past. For the Pope to honor such a man dishonors
both the Pope and the Vatican.”138
Inevitably, the Papal knighting recalled the pre-war role of the
Austrian Church, when in 1934 Austria’s Primate, Theodor Cardinal
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Innitzer, had this to say about political events: “Divine providence is
guiding the world away from democratic forms into authoritarian
leadership,” a prospect that drew from the Primate his blessing rather
than his curse, as he showed in 1938 when he welcomed the Nazis
into Austria (and lived to regret it.)
“To honor the likes of Kurt Waldheim,” commented The
Washington Post, “ignores history and suggests a terrible blind
spot.”139
Kurt Waldheim died in Vienna on June 14, 2007.

Mauthausen, June 24, 1988. Pope John Paul II visits the camp escorted by a
survivor signalling at right.
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9. The Slandering of Simon Wiesenthal

The Waldheim Affair carried its own coda, which was of undoubted
comfort to every Waldheim supporter. The spectacle of Jews
attacking Jews was their consolation prize, and Simon Wiesenthal
was each time the victim.
Simon Wiesenthal had lost almost ninety members of his
family in the Holocaust. His wife Cyla (they were married in 1936)
managed to escape from a Nazi camp in 1941 to remain in hiding.
Wiesenthal himself, in his odyssey, had passed through a number of
SS camps, of which the last but one was Gross-Rosen, a subsidiary
camp set in a village that became bigger than its parent.140 Most of
the prisoners were evacuated before February 14, 1945, when the
camp was liberated by Soviet forces. Wiesenthal took part in the
death march to Mauthausen, where he was promptly assigned to the
Death Block. This horrific war experience, beyond the power of
anyone to refute, was nevertheless challenged and torn apart by men
who had had no such experience. Bruno Kreisky, for example, had
spent the entire war in comfort in Sweden.
It was with Bruno Kreisky that Wiesenthal had his first major
clash. In 1970 Kreisky had won the election and became Austria’s
Chancellor. In the formation of his first Cabinet, five of the eleven
ministers were revealed by Wiesenthal to be former Nazi Party
members. Among them, as Minister of the Interior, was Otto Rösch,
who had continued Nazi activities after the war. Wiesenthal also
revealed that during the election, Kreisky had liaised with Friedrich
Peter, who had led the far-right Austrian Freedom Party from 1958
to 1978. Peter claimed to have fought in the war in a Wehrmacht
140

Set up in the summer of 1940 as a Nebenlager of KL-Sachsenhausen, the Gross-Rosen
complex comprised by 1944 over 100 subsidiaries of its own, spread out over eastern Germany,
Czechoslovakia and Poland. It was the only camp apart from KL-Mauthausen to receive from
Himmler (though not for its full duration) the classification of Stufe Drei, the worst. Of the
125,000 inmates in the Nebenlager complex, some 40,000 died, on site, in evacuation transports
or in death marches. In the mother camp of Sachsenhausen, at the time of its evacuation in
January 1945, the prisoner population numbered some 65,000, including more than 13,000
women.
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tank unit, but Wiesenthal showed that he had served as an SSObersturmführer in the 1.SS Infantry Division, at least up until 1943.
Kreisky reacted by calling Wiesenthal a Nestbeschmutzer. In
1975, in an unguarded moment, Kreisky allowed himself to be
interviewed by the weekly Profil, Austria’s leading news magazine,
in a debate with foreign journalists held in Vienna on November 10
of that year. The interview was published in the journal’s next issue,
and ran verbatim. Kreisky was at that time 64 years of age, hardly
in his dotage.
“I really know Mr Wiesenthal only from secret reports, and
they are bad, very nasty. I say this as Federal Chancellor….
And I say that Mr Wiesenthal had a different relationship
with the Gestapo than I did. Yes, and this can be proven. I
can’t say more. Everything else, I’ll say in court.
“A man like this doesn’t have the right to pretend to be a
moral authority. That’s what I say. Whether a man who, in
my view, is an agent, yes, that’s right, and who uses Mafia
methods … Such a man has to go….
“He is no gentleman, and I would say, to make this clear, so
that he won’t become a moral authority, because he is not
… He shouldn’t pretend to be a moral authority….
“I say that Mr Wiesenthal lived in that time in the Nazi
sphere of influence without being persecuted. Right. And he
lived openly without being persecuted, right? Is that clear?
And you perhaps know, if you know what was going on, that
no one could risk that.”141
In accusing Wiesenthal of having once been a Gestapo agent,
Kreisky cited Czechoslovak intelligence documents which were later
shown to be fake. Wiesenthal sued the Chancellor for slander, then
dropped the case when Kreisky was persuaded to withdraw at least
part of his allegations. Kreisky then sued Wiesenthal for defamation.
Austrian courts found Wiesenthal guilty, but in 1986 the European
Court of Human Rights, invoking freedom of speech, overturned the
“War Wiesenthal ein Gestapo-Kollaborateur?” Profil (Vienna) no 47, November 18, 1975,
pp. 16, 22-23. Posted by Ronald Hilton to WAIS, Stanford, September 23, 2005.
141
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verdict in a unanimous vote Again in 1986 Kreisky alleged that
Wiesenthal had served as a Gestapo collaborator. It was a foolish
move. Kreisky had stood down as Chancellor three years earlier and
no longer enjoyed parliamentary immunity. Wiesenthal sued again.
Kreisky was found guilty of defamation and ordered to pay
Wiesenthal a fine of 270,000 ATS.
Another encounter pitted Simon Wiesenthal against Elie
Wiesel, president (1980-1986) of the US-Holocaust Memorial
Council which was established by President Jimmy Carter’s
executive order on October 26, 1979 and founded by Act of Congress
on October 7, 1980. Its Council consisted of some thirty members,
comprising Jews of many nationalities, including Austrian, German,
Hungarian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Ukrainian, and United
States. Gypsies (Sinté-Rom), however, were excluded. The
Association Internationale des Roms protested at the exclusion, but
to no avail. Wiesenthal’s policy was to support all victims of
genocide, including therefore the Armenians and the Gypsies, so he
wrote a letter to Wiesel. Several months later Wiesel replied, saying
that nominations to the Council had to be addressed to President
Ronald Reagan. Letters were then sent to President Reagan. All were
forwarded from the White House to Elie Wiesel. A stalemate. So
Wiesenthal wrote again to Wiesel, suggesting that a place on the
Council held by a Jew be given to a Gypsy representative. There was
no reply from Wiesel, or from the Council until Wiesel had left the
Council at the end of his presidential term in 1986. The Council’s
new president was Harvey M. Meyerhoff and its spokesman Ian
Hancock, professor of Linguistic and Asian Studies at the University
of Texas at Austin and representative for Sinté-Rom in the United
Nations. Hancock promptly agreed to Wiesenthal’s request.
Then in 1986, the Nobel Prize for Peace was awarded to
Wiesel. Wiesenthal had been a candidate for the award. The SintéRom organizations, mindful that Wiesenthal had been their
champion, planned a protest against Wiesel at the ceremony in Oslo.
This placed Wiesenthal in a delicate position. He knew that Wiesel
would blame him for the protest and would accuse him of acting out
of spite. Wiesenthal therefore had a long phone talk with Romani
Rose, president of Sinté-Rom in Germany, urging him to cancel the
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protest. Rose reluctantly agreed. Wiesenthal deplored the whole
affair, lamenting “the indifference of the Jews” to the suffering of
others.142
At the same time that Sultanik of the World Jewish Congress
vainly accused Waldheim of sending prisoners to the gas chambers,
he also accused Wiesenthal of having protected Waldheim,
beginning in 1979, by withholding documents about Waldheim’s
Nazi past. In September 1993, Eli Rosenbaum, of the same World
Jewish Congress, produced a book entitled Betrayal: The Untold
Story of the Kurt Waldheim Investigation and Cover-Up. As we have
seen, Rosenbaum served in two periods as an official of the U.S.
Justice Department. Having no experience as a book author,
Rosenbaum engaged William Hoffer as his writer and gave credit to
him in his title. The book carried endorsements on the cover from
Elie Wiesel, the 1986 winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, and Alan
Dershowitz, professor of Law at Harvard University. Wiesel called
the book “expert and eloquent, a well-documented, important book,”
but he later specified that he was referring only to the role of
Waldheim and not to that of Wiesenthal, “who had his credits and
should be left in peace.” Wiesenthal’s Documentation Center in
Vienna (DCV) concluded from this that Wiesel had not read the
book. As for Dershowitz, he referred to Rosenbaum’s “welldocumented account … of some unpleasant aspects of the continuing
war against those in its long and continuing cover up.” In the book,
Rosenbaum repeated Sultanik’s accusations against Waldheim and
against Wiesenthal. He mentions among his sources a high-ranking
member of the Austrian Socialist Party, without giving his name. No
further evidence was provided, and Rosenbaum added that
Wiesenthal had deliberately lied to the Israeli Government about
what he knew about Waldheim’s wartime activities.
In November 1993, the Larry King television show in the
United States invited both Wiesenthal and Rosenbaum to a debate in
the studio. Both men accepted, but Wiesenthal refused to participate
face to face with Rosenbaum. Wiesenthal was therefore interviewed
in New York and Rosenbaum in Washington, with direct
142
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transmission between the two studios. When asked what Wiesenthal
was accused of, Rosenbaum repeated the accusations in his book,
notably that Wiesenthal had lied to the Israeli Government.
Wiesenthal responded that he had never been approached on the
matter by the Israeli Government, but some friends of his at Yad
Vashem had asked him to check to see if Waldheim had once been a
Nazi.
Nothing interrupted the flow of honours heaped on
Wiesenthal. On May 26, 1993, on the initiative taken by the author
of the present work, Wiesenthal received the award of doctor honoris
causa from The American University of Paris, at a ceremony held in
the Théâtre du Chatelet. The laudation was videotaped and is
available, and the laudation itself was published in the Vienna press.
Then, on December 1 of that year, in Vienna’s Imperial Palace,
Austria’s President Dr. Thomas Klestil presented Wiesenthal with
the Medal for Science and the Arts, the nation’s highest award in the
sphere of culture.
If honors continued to rain on Wiesenthal, so too did the
slander. On February 8, 1996, the German ARD television
programme “Panorama” featured “The End of a Legend,” whose
sole aim (it was later understood) was to deny his achievements and
discredit his 50-year-long effort to bring Nazi criminals to justice.
Once again the organizers of the program were affiliated to the
World Jewish Congress. Rosenbaum, again in charge of Nazi crimes
at the US Department of Justice, and Elan Steinberg, director of the
WJC, nevertheless insisted that they were not speaking on behalf of
the Department of Justice or the WJC but had taken their stand
against Wiesenthal as private persons.
Rosenbaum and Steinberg were able to obtain the support of a
number of others, including Neal M. Sher (director 1982-1994 of the
Office of Special Investigations), Isser Harel (director 1952-1963 of
Mossad, the Israeli Intelligence Service), and the French attorney
Serge Klarsfeld, who made a violent attack on Wiesenthal on French
television.143 Discussed in the program, apart from the Waldheim
affair, were the cases involving Dr Josef Mengele (head SS physician
143
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at Auschwitz and in other SS camps), Martin Bormann (Hitler’s de
facto deputy), Adolf Eichmann (head of the Endlösung program),
and Klaus Barbie (head of the Gestapo in Lyon). Wiesenthal was
accused not only of having defended Waldheim but of having done
nothing to trace the Nazi criminals on the above list, and even of
having obstructed the search for them by providing wrong
information.
Shortly before the program was screened, Wiesenthal was
contacted by Joachim Wagner, the producer of “Panorama”, who
sent him the accusations via fax and asked him to make a statement
on them. Simon Wiesenthal agreed but only on the condition that he
be allowed to speak not only about the above-mentioned cases but
also about some others that he had brought to a successful
conclusion. The “Panorama” producers would not accept this
condition, and thus Wiesenthal refused to comment.
Wiesenthal had done nothing, or next to nothing, cried his
accusers. The reality was very different.
Even in the case of Adolf Eichmann, where the laurels rightly
went to others, Wiesenthal made a positive contribution. In May
1945, Salzkammergut and the Altaussee provided a natural refuge, a
fortress even, for Nazi criminals on the run, especially the SS fleeing
from Mauthausen. Eichmann’s wife Veronika Liebl had moved there
with the couple’s three young children. In 1947 Veronika Liebl and
her brother presented themselves at the court in Bad Ischl in an
attempt to obtain a death certificate for Adolf. When Wiesenthal
heard of this, he succeeded in foiling the attempt by proving that the
Eichmann family had an address in Innsbruck at Fischerndorf no. 8
and that Adolf had been seen there. In the aftermath of that,
Eichmann abandoned his hope of joining his family in Alt Aussee
and in 1949 turned instead to the ODESSA rat-line. He reached
Genoa, and with the help of high officials of the Catholic Church he
was able to leave Europe for Argentina. Later, in 1953, Wiesenthal
was able to help again after his famous meeting with the philatelist
in Innsbruck.
As for Mengele, Ronen Bergman, a contributing writer for The
New York Times Magazine and a senior correspondent for military
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and intelligence affairs with Yedioth Ahronoth,144 examines the case
of the SS doctors in his 2018 book Rise and Kill First145 to show that
it was on tips supplied by Simon Wiesenthal in 1960 that Mossad
first began pursuing Mengele. Furthermore, it was the head of the
Mossad at the time, Isser Harel, the same Isser Harel who supported
Rosenbaum and Steinberg, who had ordered the matter dropped. The
need to intercept Egyptian missiles had taken on such a priority for
Harel that it ruled out even the hunt for Mengele. A Mossad
operative sent a message to base in 1968: “We have never been so
close as now to Meltzer [using Mengele’s code name].” But that
message ran counter to “current requirements” and the operative was
recalled and replaced. Mengele continued to enjoy his life of
freedom all the way to his death in 1979, when he drowned on a
beach near Sao Paulo, Brazil.146
No sooner was the TV program broadcast than both the
president of the WJC, Edgar Bronfman, and the organization’s
secretary-general, Israel Singer, publicly declared that they had
known nothing about Elan Steinberg’s attacks on Wiesenthal and did
not approve of them. The mainstream press in Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland rallied to Wiesenthal, with several newspapers issuing
detailed, page-long reports and commentaries. Numerous letters of
encouragement and support arrived at the Documentation Center in
Vienna, among them tributes from Austrian President Thomas
Klestil and from the Chief Prosecutor at Austria’s Supreme Court,
Dr Hans Valentin Schroll. The German television channel ARD was
inundated with letters of protest against the “Panorama” program –
the majority of which came from Jewish viewers. Under fire from so
many quarters, the head of the “Panorama” program, Joachim
Wagner, tried to explain his action by saying that the only reason he
had dared to air the subject was because his background material had
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Founded in 1939 in the Palestine Mandate, Yedioth Ahronoth is an Israeli national daily
published in Tel Aviv.
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BERGMAN 2018. Bergman is the son of two Holocaust survivors.
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Among the many who expressed their bitter regret was Mike Harari, who had served in the
1970s as chief of Caesaria, Mossad’s special operations unit. Harari told Ronen Bergman,
shortly before Harari died in 2014: “As long as there was still a Nazi breathing in any corner of
the world, we should have helped him to stop breathing.”
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come from Jews: members of the WJC, the OSI, and the former head
of Mossad.
The attacks on Wiesenthal in ARD’s “Panorama” program
were further countered on February 23, 1996, in the radio program
“Hintergrund-Politik heute” on Deutschlandfunk. Alfred Streim,
director of the Zentralen Stelle der Landesjustizverwaltungen zur
Aufklärung nationalsozialistische Verbrechen (Central Office for the
Investigation of Nazi Crimes), based in Ludwigsburg, was given
extensive time in this program to discuss the cooperation in the past
between his organization and Wiesenthal, and a number of Austrian
personalities also presented well-balanced points of view. These
included the publisher of Profil, Peter Michael Lingens (who at one
time worked at the Documentation Center in Vienna), and the
historian Dr Brigitte Bailer Galanda of the Austrian Resistance
Movement’s documentation archives in Vienna. From Israel came
comments by the journalist Don Segev; the director of Yad Vashem,
Dr Josef Burg; and by Haim Mass, who translated Wiesenthal’s
book, I Hunted Eichmann, into Hebrew. Mass judged Wiesenthal’s
1947 thwarting of the Eichmann family’s attempt to have Adolf
declared dead as the most important contribution to the final capture
of Eichmann – for certainly no one would have continued to look for
a dead man.147
The support and the honors never stopped coming. From the
United States Senate, Christopher Dodd sent Wiesenthal a letter that
read: “No one in the world has done more than you to pursue this
mission. You persisted through decades with few financial resources
and little moral support. As you know, this subject is a deeply
personal one for me. Of all my father’s accomplishments, one of
those of which I am most proud is his service as Nuremberg trial
prosecutor.” In April 1996 Wiesenthal received a further doctorate
honoris causa, this time from Ben Gurion University in Beersheba.
In April 2003, at the age of 94, Wiesenthal announced that he
was finally stepping down. On December 31, to celebrate his 95th
147

In my long correspondence with Simon Wiesenthal over twenty years, and in meetings with
him in Vienna and Paris, a moment came when he said: “Nobody wants to believe me, but I was
the first to get a clue on where to go to find Eichmann. It was in Innsbruck, in a philatelist shop.”
The author of the present work has already recounted the exchange in various publications.
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birthday, he and Cyla joined family members in Israel. Among the
flood of admirers who wrote their appreciation of his life’s work
were Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin (“My full appreciation
for your life-time activity”), Israel’s Minister of Foreign Affairs
Shimon Peres (“My highest esteem for your intrepid defense of the
desperate and the oppressed”), German President Dr Richard von
Weizsäcker (“With great respect for your life’s work of
remembering”), Austrian Chancellor Dr Franz Vranitsky (“I
congratulate you warmly”), and German Chancellor Dr Helmut Kohl
(“Our world needs the example of people like you”). And on
February 19, 2004, Queen Elizabeth II conferred upon him an
honorary knighthood, an award very rarely given to a foreign
national.
To conclude, the Documentation Center in Vienna stressed that
neither the president of the WJC, Edgar Bronfman, nor the
organization’s secretary-general, Israel Singer, ever attacked
Wiesenthal or the Center. While that is true of Bronfman, Wiesenthal
was being over-generous to Singer, whose role in the Geneva
conference of April 1986 cannot be overlooked. As for Neal Sher,
the former director of the Office of Special Investigations and a
supporter of Rosenbaum and Steinberg, he was serving as head of
the Washington office of the International Commission on Holocaust
Era Insurance Claims when, on November 18, 2002, he was exposed
as an embezzler, forced out of office, and disbarred.
Many of Wiesenthal’s supporters have expressed their outrage
over the fact that this was the very first time, since the end of Nazi
Germany, that Jews had publicly attacked other Jews. That this
should have been conducted on German television, against a man
who deserved the highest recognition and whose noble mission it
was to seek “justice not revenge,” was widely felt to be a scandal
outside the common run of scandals.
Dr Sir Simon Wiesenthal, KBE, died in Vienna on September
20, 2005, aged 96. The envy and malice of his detractors had gained
them not a whit. On February 1, 2006, it was announced that the
University of Vienna planned to invest $17.1 million in the
construction of a Holocaust research center to be called the Vienna
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Institute for Holocaust Studies. The direction of the project was
entrusted to Anton Pelinka, Professor of Nationalism Studies,
formerly at the University of Innsbruck and now at Central European
University in Budapest. Pelinka announced that Wiesenthal wanted
his records to be preserved in Vienna, and the Center was expected
to house some 8,000 of his documents.

In memory of those in the police forces under the command of SSObergruppenführer Ernst Kaltenbrunner who remained faithful unto death.
In the Votivkirche, Vienna.

10.

Austria’s uneasy conscience

On April 27, 1945, on Vienna’s Heldenplatz, Austria declared its independence from
the Reich with the assertion that the Anschluss of March 1938 had made Austria the
“first victim” of National Socialist aggression.

The present author has written eight books and several articles on the
subject of Mauthausen, in English, Spanish, French, German, and
Dutch. Since 1985 he has visited Mauthausen on a number of
occasions, and in 2005 he attended the commemoration, on May 510, of the 60th anniversary of the liberation of the camp. The
commemoration was noteworthy for the presence of the Spanish
Prime Minister José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero, the first Spanish
prime minister to visit the camp where so many Spaniards had died.
Also on the program was Enric Marco, a self-professed survivor of
the camp who was scheduled to deliver an address in front of the
monument to the Spanish dead. Marco had already reached Austria
when he was unmasked by Benito Bermejo in Spain as an impostor
who had never been sent to KL-M or to any other SS camp. Zapatero
was thus spared a major embarrassment at the ceremony and could
deliver his address with dignity, "his blue eyes wet with grieving" as
an eye-witness, Professor Joseph Parello of Vanderbilt University,
described it to the author.
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On the Sunday afternoon (May 8) of the 2005
commemoration, the author visited the Buchhandlung, which earlier
had formed part of a gift shop set up inside the fortress, right beside
the former torture post at the main gate. In this new and expanded
bookstore outside the walls, he surveyed the books on display, and
not seeing his own he presented himself to an employee and asked
why his books were not available to viewers. The employee made
inquiries, then came back to say that all books on display had to be
approved by the Bundesministerium für Inneres in Vienna. The
author then asked the employee if that must mean that his books
were not approved. The employee was struggling for an answer at
the precise moment that the author spotted a close friend, the same
Joseph Parello, standing nearby. Parello happened to have arrived in
the bookstore a few minutes earlier and had been asking the same
employee about the present author’s German edition, which had
been published in Austria that same week. It seemed to the employee
very much like a plot to embarrass him, and when the author invited
Parello to listen in to the discussion he grew indignant. The author,
who was already familiar with the management of the bookstore,
then asked the employee if the decision to ban his books had
been initiated by the manager, Harold Hutterberger. The employee
then put his forefinger to his lips, pointed upstairs and nodded. The
author and Professor Parello then withdrew to take stock of the
situation, and Parello followed up on June 5 of that year by sending
the author his written confirmation of what he had witnessed that
afternoon.
But there was more. A week later the present author was
invited to take part in a conference held in Madrid on May 1718.148 Among the speakers were Michel Fabréguet, the French author
of a superb thèse de doctorat d'État on the subject of Mauthausen,149
and Benito Bermejo, author of a fine pictorial work on the subject of
the Erkennungsdienst.150

“La visión de los historiadores,” debate with Michel Fabréguet (France) and Benito
Bermejo (Spain), in: “Mauthausen, el campo de los españoles: 600 aniversario de la
liberación,” Fundación Pablo Iglesias, Madrid, May 17-18, 2005.
149
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The conference was attended by foreign diplomats, including
representatives from the Austrian Embassy. In his address,
the author referred to his experience in Austria the week before,
saying: "It is apparent that any book critical of the role of Austria
and of Austrians in the Second World War is not welcome in Austria,
however serious the work and however reputable the publisher. In
this sense, when it comes to facing up to the nation's past, where
Germany has won the admiration of the world and Japan its
contempt, Austria is closer to Japan than to Germany." At that point,
the Austrian representatives stood up and walked out of the
hall.
What, then, were the passages in the author's books that Herr
Hutterberger and the Bundesministerium für Inneres found so
offensive? Nothing, surely, that was contrary to facts that could be
easily checked. The passages that follow are reproduced from the
original text in the 2000 English edition.
1. Spaniards in the Holocaust, pp. xii.
Mauthausen was also home, at some time or other, to some
15,000 SS of which a surprisingly large portion were Austrian. It
should not be forgotten that, proportionate to population, more
Austrians than Germans were members of the Nazi Party and
volunteers for the SS, from Kaltenbrunner and Eichmann
downwards. It was not the villagers of Mauthausen alone who were
privy to the ‘secret’, but every community that was close to a
subsidiary camp, from Linz to Wiener Neustadt to the Yugoslav
frontier.
At the Nuremberg Tribunal, Alfred Jodl, Hitler’s chief of
operations, made the comment, with reference to the Anschluss: ‘I
proposed that our military forces be headed by bands. Make all the
drivers wear glasses, for otherwise their eyes will be torn by the
flowers thrown at them! And everything went off as planned. It was
a march of glory as is rarely seen in history, even if people today
don’t like to remember it.’151
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2. Spaniards in the Holocaust, pp. xv-xvi.
No one should assume that the Austrian communities closest
to the SS camps have become the most sensitized to the memory of
SS barbarism. The town of Wels is no remote community but
equidistant from Linz, Vöcklabruck and Steyr, all of them sites of
subsidiary camps. In its immediate vicinity, Wels had its own, at
Gunskirchen, where the bodies of 4,000 Hungarian Jews, buried in
a mass grave, were discovered only in 1985. Wels is also the home
of the Austrian film producer Andreas Gruber, who for three years
was an elected member of the moderate Conservative Party. When
Gruber objected to the erection of a monument in Wels to the WaffenSS and proposed further that a monument be erected instead to the
victims of Nazism, and proposed further that November 8
(Kristallnacht) be commemorated throughout Austria, his phone
never stopped ringing; he was called a Nestbeschmutzer (one who
fouls his own nest) and threatened with death if he persisted. The
proposals had to be abandoned.
3. Spaniards in the Holocaust, pp. 93-94.
The other local Kommando was the Donaulinde, located in
the village itself. The work consisted of unloading granite rocks
brought in by truck from the quarry. […] On one particularly cold
day in early 1941, with the Spaniards forced to work barefoot, the
work proved too much for many of them. They slipped and fell into
the water. The SS opened fire, and the Danube carried off the
corpses.152 All this took place in full view of the worthy villagers of
Mauthausen.
4. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 180.
February 2-3, 1945. The Soviet mass breakout. Mauthausen
had never seen such pandemonium, with the whole Lager wakened
by the wail of the sirens and the rattle of the machine-guns. All the
time [Soviet] prisoners were clambering over the eastern and
southern walls, with that frenzy to escape that only the doomed can
know. Even now, there were those who sacrificed their own survival
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by offering the chance to others, covering the barbed wire with their
bodies to enable others to cross.
5. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 181.
The manhunt under way was pursued with a ferocity that knew
no bounds. Pierre Daix, who was sleeping in Block 10 (next door but
one to Block 20) has written with elegance: “Ce crime n’avait pas
de nom : pire qu’une evasion collective, une insurrection des
esclaves les plus esclaves de tous.”153 For four days, every available
SS man and every SS dog in the region was mobilised. A cordon of
42 km in diameter was thrown around the camp, and Ziereis himself
was absent throughout the eight days that the search continued. For
once the rabbit hunt was not a sport; Hasenjagd Muhlviertel,154 was
a personal humiliation for Ziereis, since the supervision was taken
out of his hands and turned over to the SS police chief in
Vienna.155 The Austrian civilians in the areas surrounding
Mauthausen heard the news on Radio Linz. Ziereis and Bachmayer
made it clear to them that the fugitives were Schwerverbrecher
(dangerous criminals), and a reward was offered for every fugitive
they killed. Those who might have been tempted in the opposite
direction were given a blunt warning, carried by loudspeakers in
vehicles driven through every village in the area: “For hiding:
death! For assistance: death!” The bulk of the evidence shows that
the Nazis had little to fear in this regard from the Austrian populace.
Although they knew well enough that the fugitives were not criminals
but prisoners of war, their initial reaction was one of fear of what
the escaped prisoners could do to them in revenge. The Russians, for
their part, had even told one another that they could trust the
Austrian civilians because they were Catholic. That they showed
respect towards the civilian population is shown in the report of the
Mauthausen Gendarmerie.156 Once, however, the Austrian civilians
discovered that the fugitives showed no hostility toward them it was
they, the Austrian civilians, who turned aggressive. “Their homes
and farms and places of business,” writes Gordon Horwitz, “were
153
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extensions of the camp.”157 It was primarily the civilians, adds
Michel Fabréguet, who did the work of recapturing the fugitives.158
6. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 181.
The Gendarmerie in Mauthausen village, commanded by
Inspector Fleischmann, had been alerted by a telephone call from
Ziereis at 2 a.m. on the morning of February 3. Ziereis gave the
order that all police and local Volkssturm personnel be assigned to
the hunt and that no captured fugitive was to be brought back to the
camp alive. By early afternoon on February 3, Dr Teichmann, chief
of criminal police (Kripo) in Linz, could report to Berlin that 300
fugitives had been recaptured, of whom fifty-seven were still alive.159
7. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 182.
Hearing this, Leopold Boehmberger, a local shop owner and
fanatical Nazi though without any position of authority, marched
into the Gendarmerie and reminded Kohout of the SS orders that
every prisoner recaptured was to be instantly shot. Boehmberger
then dragged the Russians out and shot all seven himself.160
8. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 183.
The fugitives had been hunted down with a savagery that
opened the eyes of every Austrian who saw it. The bestiality into
which Austria had fallen was no longer the secret of those in
Mauthausen village; the whole surrounding region was now
informed.
9. Spaniards in the Holocaust, pp. 295-296.
It has long been observed that Austria has lagged behind
Germany in facing up to its Nazi past, preferring to consider itself
157
158
159
160

HORWITZ 1991 p. 136.
FABRÉGUET 1999 p. 898.
Teichmann Kripo 1945.

Boehmberger committed suicide in May 1945. The Ortsgruppenleiter who gave the order to
the civilians to kill the Soviet fugitives was never brought to trial. Nor was Boehmberger alone
in his action of killing the fugitives (Andreas Gruber, private information). Cf. Andreas Gruber,
Prisonniers de guerre sovietiques, le difficile retour, documentary, Franco-German TV Arte,
May 10, 2016. Gruber interviewed the Russian Mikhail Rybchinsky who, together with another
Soviet prisoner, was saved in their escape by the Austrian civilian Ann Haeckl-Langthaler, who
died in 2008. PIKE 2000 Annex 5 gives the names of the eleven Soviet fugitives known to be
still alive on May 5, 1945.
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Hitler's first victim rather than Hitler's first ally.161 Few in Austria
wanted to remember that, proportionate to population, there were
more Austrians both in the Nazi Party and in the SS than there were
Germans. While Austrians made up only 8 percent of the population
of Germany after the Anschluss, about one third of all those enlisted
in the SS, from Himmler’s deputy Ernst Kaltenbrunner through Adolf
Eichmann downwards, were Austrians.162 The change in attitude
came only in the 1990s. In Linz, to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Liberation, a photo exhibition was staged in the
Hauptplatz, with enlargements so huge that they could not be missed
by the passer-by, of such events as the ecstatic welcome given to
Hitler by the young girls of Linz as he arrived on March 13, 1938.
By 1997, when a group of foreign historians (including the present
author) visited Mauthausen as the guests of the Austrian
Government, the change was explicit: an Austrian official, under
public questioning, freely admitted that Austria had been wrong to
misrepresent its past. In March 1998, on the 60th anniversary of the
Anschluss, both President Thomas Klestil (Kurt Waldheim’s
successor) and Chancellor Viktor Klima spoke of the need to
acknowledge Austria’s share of responsibility for Nazi crimes, with
Klima calling for “an open and critical debate so that Austria can
draw the right lessons about its past,” and for an end to the myth
that Austria in 1938 was overwhelmed by a foreign power.
One cannot escape, even in 1998, the negative impressions
that the survivors of Mauthausen form from their encounters with
Austrian civilians. As in Germany, it is a generation problem.
Hitler's generation, writes David Hackett, failed the moral test, and
to some extent so did the generation that followed. “It was the
grandchildren who would turn this attitude on its head, and insist
that Germany's honour required a frank admission of general
guilt.”163 In Austria, where over 600,000 former members of the Nazi
161

In one sense; Austria had indeed been a victim. The Nazi destruction of moral values,
including the sanction of acts of terrorism and the bearing of children out of wedlock, had
produced in Austria by 1947 the highest rate of juvenile delinquency in all of Europe. Such
delinquents became known as Schlürfe. Aged from 12 to 16 at the end of the war, they had taken
the place of elder siblings called up for war service, had avoided school and work, and lived
from petty crime.
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Party were still alive in 1998, many of the older generation remain
uncomfortable with their memories. Few are the cynics that go to the
extent of saying that the evidence at Mauthausen of football games,
theatre, musical entertainment, a canteen, all this set in a
countryside of breathtaking beauty shows that the SS spared no
effort to make the prisoners' stay as pleasant as possible, but such
people do exist. The thesis of Gordon Horwitz's study of a “town in
Austria” (Mauthausen) is one that the present author shares: that
virtually everyone close to KL-Mauthausen was terrified of the SS,
but equally every one of them knew of its barbarism. In the
evacuations to Mauthausen in 1944-1945 of a Vernichtungslager
(Auschwitz II) and of certain other Konzentrationslager, and in 1945
of Mauthausen's own Nebenlager, the evidence could not possibly be
hidden.
10. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 296.
The atrocities committed by the SS, it can be written in stone,
were known to every villager in Mauthausen village, and since there
was a Resistance movement in the village, it cannot be ruled out that
it vented its fury on the SS headquarters in the Taverne, murdering
those it met.
11. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 385, n. 14.
Even the University of Vienna was slow to examine its role
under Nazi domination. Only on October 1, 1998, was it revealed
that its Faculty of Medicine engaged in research on bodies provided
by the SS. The remains of nearly 1,400 victims of Nazi courts were
delivered to the institute of anatomy for dissection.
12. Spaniards in the Holocaust, p. 385, n. 20.
The Austrian film producer Andreas Gruber had a similar
experience in his hometown Wels, where a Jewish woman from Lvov
who had survived three SS camps told him that she never spoke of
her background: “If I were to say that I was Jewish and a Kazettler,
my life in Wels would be unendurable.
Such were the passages that the Austrian authorities found
objectionable. To this the present author adds another that will
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appear in the next (fifth) edition in Spanish. The French survivor
Jean Courcier has described his reaction in 1958 when he returned
to Mauthausen with his wife and visited the infamous quarry. There
had recently been a torrential downpour. In the quarry they found a
group of youngsters …. bathing! 164 Apparently no control of the use
of this site was in effect, but if the youngsters had looked up to the
summit of the towering cliffs they might have seen, in their minds’
eye, the “parachutists” as the SS called them, bodies hurtling through
space, the prisoners whom they pushed, or, in the eight-minute break
for lunch, choosing, rather than eat, to climb the Steps a final time,
and step out into death.
But that was then. Since then, Austria has gone through a
change, and the present author has received assurances that his books
are no longer banned. (See Annex 6).
A canteen, soccer on Sundays, music, songs, an orchestra—a
full symphonic, even— theatre, laughter and entertainment. That is
why the historian trembles before admitting that yes, in some
infinitesimal and perverse degree and at rarest moments, those of
Mauthausen enjoyed all these delights. But where does it lead, this
slippery slope, if not toward negation of the whole? How long before
the anonymous questioner asks: “When all is said and done, the SS,
in difficult circumstances, did what they could, did they not, to make
internment less arduous, and even pleasant?”
The message that seeps from the soul of every dead Nazi cries
out for change: “Enough already. Time to move on. Time now to get
over it and get on with it. All together now, let’s move forward.”
Against those, that is to say, who count it important to keep memory
alive and who despise the heart and soul of Nazi Germany.

164
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REUNIONS AND PILGRIMAGES

César Orquín (far right), with a group of friends (no place or date).

Antonio García (center, under statue) in front of the Spanish memorial.
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May 1995, in front of the British memorial in Mauthausen: The British Ambassador
to Austria, Terence Wood, and the British Military Attache, with an officer of the
British Legion.

May 1995. The US celebration in the courtyard.
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May 1995. Jean Gavard and Juan de Diego.

May 1995 - Juan de Diego standing in front of the Spanish memorial.
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May 1995. From left, Ramón Bargueño Gómez (“Marmeladeding”) and Juan de Diego.
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May 1995. A Spanish survivor and regular bearer of the Republican flag.
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May 1995, Mauthausen village. The author with Staff Sergeant Leander (Lee)
W. Hens. Revisiting the wall, with Leopoldine Drexler, daughter of Anna
Pointner. She is showing the position in the wall behind the Pointners’ home
where the photographs were hidden.

The author with Staff Sergeant Edward A. Bergh and Leopoldine Drexler.
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May 1995. The author with S/Sgts Hens and Bergh, Leopoldine Drexler, and
Josef Jahn, the Burgermeister of Mauthausen, in his office.

May 1995. Lieutenant-Colonel Richard R. Seibel reenacts for the author his
entrance into Mauthausen in 1945.
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September 1996, Mauthausen village. Manuel García Barrado and his Austrian
wife.

1980. S/Sgt Albert J. Kosiek

May 2005. Sgt. Harry Saunders, the
only US veteran to return for the 60th
anniversary.
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Annex 1
LAUDATIO IN HONOR OF MR. SIMON WIESENTHAL
presented by David Wingeate Pike at The American University of Paris
on the occasion of the conferral of a doctorate honoris causa
May 26, 1993
Simon Wiesenthal:
You are too well known to the world for me to present today your life in capsule. You
have been honored by presidents and kings. You have received awards from President
Reagan, Chancellor Kohl, President Mitterrand. You have recently addressed the Italian
Senate and the New York Supreme Court. In the last few months you have received
Europe’s highest distinction, the Erasmus Prize, and UNESCO’s Medal of Honor. I
could go through the list of your achievements, the honors and the medals, but I prefer
to pay you a different tribute. You started life as an architect, and an architect you would
have remained, except that your native Austria fell into the hands of gangsters, who
announced that you were an enemy of the state, by virtue of being born. You finished
up in a place called Mauthausen, near a village in your native land of great charm and
beauty. Mozart himself remarked upon it, when as a boy he stayed there with his parents
on their way from Salzburg to Vienna. Near the village is a hill that bathes its feet in the
Danube, and on the top stands a granite fortress. Suffice it to say that in Auschwitz,
when they wanted to punish a man, they sent him to that fortress on the hill. It was
intended to be like no other place. To arrive there was to land on another planet.
You came out of that supreme ordeal not only alive, but with your humanity
intact. You understood, instinctively, that vengeance is not a virtue, but the pursuit of
justice is. Justice, not revenge, is the title you gave to a book. And in that you remained
true to a pledge signed by the survivors of Buchenwald: “Thus we swear, in front of the
whole world, on this roll-call square, this place of fascist cruelty, that we shall never
give up the fight until the last guilty parties stand before the people’s judges.” You – not
you alone, but you above all others – have dedicated your life to that pledge, so that
those who were victims of monstrous tyranny would not die a second death – the death
that comes when memory is buried with the dead and history falls into the hands of the
falsifiers. President Mitterrand wrote to you: “The greatest enemies we face are calumny
and the inclination to forget. We must never forget.” You yourself have referred to this,
in a letter last December to President Bush: “I remember the many lonely nights in the
camps wondering, is there anyone out there who knows, who cares?” And in his very
last day in office President Bush wrote back: “We must ensure that those responsible for
violating international humanitarian law are brought to justice,” – not to punish them,
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but to hold them responsible, so that like Cain they carry their crimes with them to their
lives’ end. And for you the pursuit of justice is universal. In 1992 you recalled the
genocide inflicted on the native peoples of America, and last December, on the 50th
anniversary of the decree to exterminate the gypsies, you – and you almost alone –
remembered a genocide that we all tend to forget.
In taking on all of this, you have encountered not only universal acclaim but also
the anger and jealousy of those who should have remained your friends, linked in the
common cause of truth and justice. Your biographer chose as the title of the book: Ein
unbequemer Zeitgenosse, a troublesome contemporary. That title sums it up. You have
been moderate where others have pushed to extreme, and persistent where others have
feared to tread. Finally, you have examined, in your own book The Sunflower, the
question of forgiveness, and you describe your meeting in Lvov with a man who had
served in the SS, and was now approaching death. We can all read that book to advantage
to understand what it means to keep a human heart, even in the face of the most vicious
hatred. We honor you today in return for the way you have honored us – ever since your
liberation 48 years ago this month. In the age of the non-hero and the mock-hero, we
salute you as a hero, a guiding light, worthy son of Austria, man for all seasons, hero for
all ages.

At left, David T. McGovern, Chairman of the AUP Board of Trustees.
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